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Active RC network synthesis techniques with operational
amplifiers are reviewed, discussed, and classified according
to the number of amplifiers and number of feedback paths in
the circuit. After presenting the main properties of active
RC network theory, various synthesis techniques are discussed
and evaluated according to their merits, by means of sensi-
tivity and stability theory. A modification to Lovering's
circuit is proposed.
Six design examples are presented to illustrate the appli-
cation of the techniques and to observe the effect of nonideal
active and passive components . The designs are practically
realized, their performance is tested and experimental results
are presented. Reasons for the discrepancies found between
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Perhaps the first application of active RC networks
occurred in 1931 when Crisson [1] at the Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories built an active repeater, which functioned to make
up losses in telephone lines. Scott [2] in 19 38 discussed
the use of RC networks in the realization of low-frequency
selective circuits. At low frequencies industors became
impractical because of their large size and it is impossible
to achieve a satisfactory Q. Scott described an RC twin-T
circuit in the feedback loop of a high gain amplifier which
he used to design his wave analyzer. However the fundamentals
of feedback amplifier theory had been elucidated and summa-
rized by Bode [3] in 19 45, and they have remained the basis
of all subsequent work on feedback, stability and sensitivity.
Shortly after Bode ' s work, Tellegen [4] in 19 4 8 completed
the class of passive network elements by his introduction of
the gyrator. However the construction of an ideal passive
gyrator has not, up to this time, 19 70, proven successful,
and many workers have been concerned with the construction of
ideal active gyrators. Such gyrators are built with active
elements and either have equal or unequal gyration immittances
The first of these gyrators were built by Bogert [5] and
Sharpe [6], and realized with vacuum tubes. Later in 1965
Shenoi [7] built a transistorized gyrator and advanced a
method of active RC network synthesis using gyrators.

The invention of transistors in 19 48 also made possible
a number of useful and interesting active elements. One of
these, the negative impedance converter (NIC) , was described
by Merril I 8] in 1951. Shortly after, Linvill [9, 10] in
195 3 designed an active RC filter using negative impedance
converters. Since then a great deal of study of active RC
circuits has appeared in the literature.
There are numerous reasons for the interest in active RC
circuits and filters, some of which will now be mentioned.
Ideal passive RLC filters require the use of inductors and
these, as has been mentioned before, are difficult or impos-
sible to realize for low frequency use. Specifically, one
requires a high quality factor, defined by
= ^ (1.1)R
L
where go is the angular frequency, L the inductance, and R
the positive resistance of the winding. Practical inductors
are subject to stray capacitance, suffer from skin effect at
high frequencies and also depend on the core material used,
and also on several other factors. In practice, losses in-
crease with frequency and Q becomes a complex function of
frequency. In the low-frequency range practical inductors
with reasonable Q become bulky and expensive. On the other
hand, at high frequencies an inductor may look like a capac-
itor due to parasitics. Practically, there is a lower limit
and an upper limit in the frequency spectrum in which induc-
tors with good Q's and reasonable L's can be built. A prac-
tical curve of the useful inductance range is shown in Fig.
8

1.1. As may be seen from Fig. 1.1, crystal filters are
useful in a somewhat higher but restricted frequency range.
However, in the low-frequency range no practical realizable
inductors exist, and it is this deficience which active RC







Figure 1.1 Useful Inductance Range in Frequency Spectrum
[59].
Recently the appearance of integrated circuits with their
small size, lightweight, low cost, low power consumption and
high reliability have made the construction of active RC
networks attractive and practical. RC active synthesis





Use of Operational Amplifier s
The operational amplifier as a building block offers
certain advantages to the circuit designer since good opera-
tional amplifiers are readily available in integrated form. '
Their power consumption is modest, they are reliable, robust
and cheap. Present disadvantages are their limited fre-
quency range, which sets a practical upper limit to their
usefulness in RC active synthesis. Every RC active device
can be constructed in terms of only R's, C's and operational
amplifiers
.
2 Use of Standard Second Order Filter Sections
For many RC active realizations, certain combinations
of second-order filter sections may be used to produce the
desired characteristics. The second-order filter section as
a building block has been discussed by Moschytz [11] , Kerwin,
Huelsman, Newcomb [12] and others and networks have been
constructed with excellent characteristics and sensitivities.
3 S imu 1 ation of Inductors
Industors may be constructed in terms of R, C and
active elements. Orchard [13] has pointed out that the resis-
tively terminated LC ladder filters have low sensitivity to
passive element variations. Consider for example the second-
order low pass ladder of Fig. 1.2. The transfer impedance
of this filter is
Z u)- i_C
S* 4- * S + 1
10

Figure 1.2 A Second Order Low-Pass Filter.
Consider now the denominator. This may be written as
where 2-<7" = £/l and ( <t" -i- uOc ) = 1 / u c
The Q is now defined as n:
( /2.<r and if
^ « ^c
the Q of the pole pair is
Q=i (1.2)
The sensitivity of Q with respect to variations in a network
element E is




These sensitivities are low and are independent of Q. Thus
a simple way of designing a good inductorless filter is to
design an LC filter first and then replace the inductors by
simulated inductors. Provided the simulated inductors have
11

good Q's and good Q sensitivities a useful filter will be
obtained.
B. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON ACTIVE RC NETWORK THEORY
Before the advent of integrated circuits, one of the main
concerns of circuit design was to reduce the number of active
elements as much as possible because of size cost, power and
reliability considerations. However integrated circuits have
eliminated this need because of the ease with which large
numbers of transistors can be constructed on one die. Never-
theless, some criterion or figure of merit which can be
applied to the many synthesis techniques that have been pro-
posed is required. One criterion is the stability of the
network to oscillation. Another useful criterion is the
quality factor Q, and the sensitivity of the system function
to active and passive parameter variations. These topics are
now briefly discussed.
1. Stability
A major problem in the design of an active RC network
is stability. A passive RLC circuit can never become unstable
with change of element values, because all its poles will
always lie in the left half s-plane. An active network on
the other hand, can become unstable with a slight variation
of either a passive or active circuit parameter, because
poles in the left half s-plane may then be shifted into the
right half s-plane.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of




a. A LLF network under a given mode of operation
is strictly stable if the corresponding network function has
no poles in the right half s-plane including the jw axis.
b. A LLF network under a given mode of operation is
stable or marginally stable if and only if the corresponding
network function has poles in the left half s-plane and
simple jco axis poles (if any) .
2 . Quality Factor Q
The quality factor Q of a passive inductor was given
in Eq. 1.1. Now consider 'an inductor simulated by a gyrator





Figure 1.3 Simulated Inductance by Gyrator,








where G, and G„ are small numbers representing the input and
output resistive losses, and g and g, represents forward and
a 'b
backward gyration admittances. From Fig. 1.3
\ - - hlc (1.5)
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The input impedance of the loaded gyrator is obtained from
Eqs . 1.4 and 1.5,
z (SJ = _
c^^-Ci (I6)
Substituting s = jco in the Eq . 1.6 and specifying real and
imaginary parts R and L yieldsJ * J eq eq J
z Z- "<-
£ - ^ C? z "*" ^ '
'
" ^ a ^ i? "+" ^ C "£ < ( I . 7a
)
C3 a 9 b (1. 7b)
and so (1.8)
As may be seen from Eq. 1.8, Z. (jio) is identical to a lossy





Note that Q is a complex function of frequency oo which has
a maximum Q value
q - -_-^L__. . /_ JJo^ (i.9)
at
C V G^
Note also that as co becomes very large Q will approach zero.
It is also possible to treat the loaded gyrator of Fig.
1.3 in a slightly different manner. The loaded gyrator with
14

a capacitor of value C, across the input is considered as
a resonant circuit, shown in Fig. 1.4












Figure 1.5 Equivalent Circuit of Gyrator Resonant Circuit
The maximum resonant Q of this connection can be shown to be
[15] .
Q
rvl ev/y (I. 10)
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Thus the maximum or resonant Q of any active RC one port
network which simulates an inductor is seen to be a function
of the elements of the gyrator two port matrix in Eq . 1.4.
Equations 1.9 and I . 10 show that to obtain high Q inductors
and high resonance Q, the gyrator must be designed with values
of G, and G„ that are very small with respect to the gyration
admittances. Therefore if high Q is desired, the active RC
synthesis which realizes the circuit with highest Q is
preferred. Sensitivity of Q with respect to active and
passive network parameters is also an important factor in
selecting a specific synthesis technique. Q may be defined
also with respect to a second-order section as follows:
Consider the bandpass transfer function
TCs)=- |<s (i. ID
S
x
+ 2. cr t> +C<r*+ ik>2 )
where K is the gain factor of the transfer function, a and
co are the real part and the magnitude of the imaginary part
of the pole pair. The locations of the zero and pole pair of
TCs) is shown in Fig. 1.6. co is defined as the magnitude of
the vector drawn from the origin to one of the poles. Hence
2 2 2
w = a + co
n c
The frequency response of T(s) is shown in Fig. 1.7
The sharpness of the peak of the response is defined as the
ratio of the resonant frequency co to the half power band
width where
BW3iL =: (u> 4 - ^) = 2.


















Figure 1.7 The Frequency Response of Second Order Section
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hence uJ ~ ^c_
also a„5 v i^i
Therefore for very small bandwidths the sharpness of the
peak can be defined as Q.
As may be seen from Fig. 1.6 the quality factor deter-
mines the location of the poles. If Q is high 6" <.< uO
c
and
this implies that these poles are located very near the jw
axis. If the location of poles are sensitive to the varia-
tions of network parameters, there is a possibility that the
poles may drift into the right half plane. Then the circuit
becomes unstable. Therefore a synthesis method which gives
the least pole sensitivity (least Q sensitivity) should be
selected.
3 . Sensitivity
Characteristics of active devices and parameters of
passive components are subject to change for various reasons
such as temperature, bias level, humidity, aging and so on.
The point of concern here is the effect of these variations
on the characteristics of the circuit to be designed. Specif-
ically parameter variations will effect pole zero locations,
Q, gain and phase. Sensitivity is defined as a quantitative
measure of the change in a network characteristics due to a
change in the network parameter. Usually there are six






d. Pole (zero) sensitivity
e. Coefficient sensitivity
f. Q sensitivity
Since sensitivity is an important criterion in the design
of active RC networks, this subject will be discussed in
more detail in the second chapter.
C. ACTIVE ELEMENTS
The commonly used active elements for active RC synthesis
are negative impedance converter, the controlled sources, the
gyrator, and the operational amplifier. The circuit symbols
and the idealized characteristics of these active elements
are shown in Figs. 1.8 through 1.14.
X,>






Figure 1.8 The Voltage Controlled Voltage Source.
In this study, the operational amplifier has been selected
as the active element because of its easy availability in
integrated circuit form and its reliability over a wide range
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Figure 1.14 The Operational Amplifier
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particularly in the areas of control systems, communications
and analog computers. Because of their very low output
impedances (ideally zero) , these amplifiers do not create
any matching problem for the load circuits. All of the active
elements described before can be easily implemented in terms
of operational amplifiers.
Given in Fig. 1.14 is the transfer characteristic. The
gain A is cissumed to be independent of the frequency, temper-
ature, and the input voltage levels, and is assumed to
approach infinity. Hence the input impedances are infinite,
and the output impedance is zero. However, the characteristics
of a practical amplifier deviate from the ideal. For example,
gain is not infinite but begins from a high value at DC, and
decreases almost monotonically with the frequency. A typical
open loop frequency response curve of an operational amplifier
is shown in Fig. 11.15, and is discussed further in section
II. E. The phase characteristic is also a function of fre-
quency. The input and output impedances are not infinite
and zero respectively, both have finite values. Input currents
are not zero and are not equal to each other; their difference
is the input offset current. Output voltage is not only a
function of the difference of the voltages at the two inputs
(differential gain) , but is also a function of the magnitude
of the input voltages (common mode gain) and the supply
voltages. There is a dynamic range in the input and output
voltage swings which if exceeded causes input and output to
be nonlinearly related. Hence there is quite a difference
23

I- 5Lo L c ^ A
> u;
Figure 11.15 The Open Loop Frequency Response of an
Operational Amplifier
between the practical operational amplifier and its idealized
model. The characteristics of the non-ideal operational
amplifiers are usually supplied by the manufacturer in terms
of the definitions given below.
1. Input offset voltage: The voltage which must be
applied between the input terminals to obtain zero output.
2. Input offset current: The difference in the currents
into the two input terminals with the output at zero volts.
3. Input bias current: The average of the two input
currents
.
4. Input resistance: The resistance looking into either
input terminal with the other grounded.
5. Input capacitance: The capacitance 'looking into
either input terminal with the other grounded.
24

6. Large-signal voltage gain: The ratio of the maximum
output voltage swing to the change in input voltage requir
to drive the output from zero to this voltage.
7. Output impedance: The resistance seen looking into
the output terminal with the output at null, i.e., the output
is zero with zero volts input.
8. Transient response: The closed-loop step function
response of the amplifier under small signal conditions.
9. Input voltage range: The range of voltage which,
if exceeded on either input terminal, could damage the
amplifier
.
10. Common mode rejection ratio: The ratio of differ-
ential mode gain to common mode gain.
11. Supply voltage rejection ratio: The rate of the
change in input offset voltage to the change in supply volt-
age producing it. -
12. Output voltage swing: The peak output swing, referred
to zero that can be obtained without clipping.
13. Slew rate: Maximum rate of change of output voltage
for a large input step change (measured in volts per micro-
second) . If these parameters are known it is possible to
approach ideal amplifier performance for a specific design
in a restricted frequency range.
25

II. ON THE SYNTHESIS OF RC-OPE
R
ATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
A. REVIEW OF PROPERTIES OF RC NETWORKS
Some of the properties of the different classes of RC
networks are briefly reviewed as follows:
1 . Passive RC Networks
Passive RC networks are considered as the positive
resistance and positive capacitance (+R, +C) class of network.
As is well known,, the natural frequencies of driving functions
are restricted to the negative real axis of the s-plane as









Figure II . la - Location of Natural Frequencies.
" II. lb - Locations of zeros of transfer functions
of 3-Terminal Grounded Networks.
Poles and zeros must be simple, however zeros of transfer
functions may be located anywhere in the s-plane. Zeros of
3-terminal network transfer functions may be located anywhere
in the s-plane except the positive real axis and on a wedge
26

of angle 2-rr/n radian surrounding it, where n is the degree
of the numerator polynomial. This is shown in Fig. II. lb.
2. Active RC Networks, +_ R, +C Networks [16,17]
The stable natural frequencies must be located on












Figure II . 2a
II. 2b
Locations of Natural Frequencies
.
Locations of Poles and Zeros of Driving
Point Functions.
II. 3c - Locations of Zeros of Transfer Function.
Poles and zeros must be simple; zeros of driving point func-
tions may be anywhere on the real axis as shown in Fig. II. 2b,
Zeros of transfer functions may be located anywhere in the s-
plane as shown in Fig. II. 2c. This class of network is
capable of voltage gain over the entire frequency range al-
though Fig. II. 2 differs relatively little from the Fig. II. 1.
3 . Passive RC and Gyrator Class of Networks [4, 18, 19 ]
.
It is well known that a capacitively loaded gyrator
simulates at its inputs an inductor. Hence the RC-gyrator
27

class of networks must at least be as general as the RLC
class of networks. Hence natural frequencies may be located
anywhere in the left half of the s-plane including the jco
axis as shown in Fig. II. 3a.
f i vj ^ w
> cr
a -
Figure II. 3a - Locations of Natural Frequencies.
II. 3b - Locations of Zeros of Transfer Functions.
Poles and zeros on the jco axis must be simple. Zeros of
transfer functions may occur anywhere on the s-plane as shown
in Fig. II. 3b. Because the gyrator is a nonreciprocal network
element this class of network is capable of nonreciprocal
behavior.
4 . Passive RC-NIC or Operational Amplifier Class of
Networks [20, 21, 22T.
The stable natural frequencies must be located in the
left half s-plane including the jco axis as shown in Fig.
II. 4a. Natural frequencies on the jco axis must be simple.
Zeros of driving point functions and zeros, of transfer func-
tions may be located anywhere as shown in Fig. I I. 4b. These
28

properties are also shared by the passive RC controlled









Locations of Stable Natural Frequencies,
Locations of Zeros; of Driving-Point and
Transfer Functions.
5 . RC Driving Point Function Synthesis [2 3 ]
.
a. Foster Forms
An RC driving point impedance can be expressed
in the form of a partial fraction expansion as follows:
ZU)- K + k?+ >
-J <
(II. 1)
Thus it can be synthesized as shown in Fig. II. 5. This syn-
thesis is known as first Foster form. Also for a given
driving point admittance it is possible to expand Y(s)/s as







Thus it can be synthesized in second Foster form as shown








K* ^ '\ /c?
Figure II.
5
First Foster Form Realization of RC Driving
Point Impedances.
Y<s)
Figure II. 6 Second Foster Form Realization of RC during
Admittances
b. Cauer Forms
Another way of expanding the RC driving point
functions is the continuous fraction expansion. This contin-
uous fraction expansion can be synthesized in one of the
two Cauer ladder networks shown in Fig. II. 7.
6 . Synthesis of Complex Transmission Zeros with
Parallel RC Ladders
.
Active RC synthesis frequently requires the reali-
zation of passive RC three-terminal networks. Two well known
30

methods are the Guillemin parallel ladder synthesis and the






Figure II. 7a - First Cauer Form of the RC Driving Point
Functions
.
II. 7b - Second Cauer Form of the RC Driving Point
Functions
Most of the active RC network synthesis techniques assume
a predetermined structure together with its associated net-
work function. The circuit function to be realized is com-
pared with this function and network parameters are deduced
from this identification thus completing the RC network syn-
thesis. As a specific example consider the structure shown in
Fig. II. 8. This circuit consists of an operational amplifier
with voltage current feedback provided by the passive RC
three-terminal networks N and N, , such that the voltage gain
a d
TCs) is given by
31

T(a) = - M (s)/u u:
(II. 3)
y 12a^ is the transfer admittance of the three terminal













Figure II. 8 An Infinite Gain Structure
other three terminal RC network N, . When a rational poly-
nomial N(s)/Q(s) is given as the voltage gain T(s) to be
realized, then the ratio N(s)/Q(s) must be identified with
the term
-Y-,- (s)/y-,p, (s) . The usual selection is
y i2 (s)
= N(s)/D(s) and y i2b (s) = Q(s)/D(s). When form-
ing T(s) only the numerator polynomials of the passive RC
networks N and N, namely Y 10 (s) and Y , (s) are retained
a b 12a LZo
hence the knowledge of N(s) and Q(s) is necessary but insuf-
ficient to synthesize either network N
a
or N^ , since a
32

denominator polynomial D(s) is also required. The missing
information can be found by a RC synthesis of one of the net-
works, say N in terms of y 10 (s) and y, , (s).a J iza. 2 11a
As an example consider the numerator polynomial N(s)
given for the synthesis of a three terminal RC network with
parameter y^Js) and y, 2 (s). Then
-V DCs^
->n DCs)
where D(s) is the required denominator and P(s) is the numer-
ator of y,
,
(s) which is arbitrary, but must be properly
chosen. Note that no private poles are allowed in y (s)
.
If N(s) has all its roots on the negative real axis then the
network can be synthesized by a single ladder. If N(s) has
complex conjugate roots the network can be realized either by
Guillemin's parallel ladder technique [24] or by Fialkow -
Gerst's [2 5] successive ladder development. Now, these
techniques are discussed as follows:
a. Guillemin's Technique
Given the numerator polynomial
vi n - 4
M(s) - c« b -f a s 4- i a s h a of the
transfer admittance - y -.-(s) , the sequence of Guillemin's
technique is as follows:
CI) Divide the polynomial N(s) into smaller
polynomials with real roots such that:
N(s} = W(s) 4 N, tA ^ 4- IN (si where
33

N is) - ct + ct s
-1 O yl
2 2- '_£
n - l n
N Cs) - a„ s" _ C <( n ^o ewe >">)
K.I
(2) Define a polynomial D(s) of degree n
with negative real distinct roots such that
DC*) = C s -*- <r; ) C s + <rz ) C s -+ urj
(3) Define N transfer admittances such that,
'





(4) Define a polynomial P(s) of degree n such
that









= C *> + £ H ) C S "* St ) ( 5> + O n )
with the Fialkow - Gerst restrictions
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and the interlace requirement
cT< < <rA < S 2 < <rz < < o n < crn
The driving point parameter y, , (s) is defined
J^ DO)
(5) Expand y,, (s) into an RC ladder using the
zero shifting technique [23] such that the zeros of the
transfer admittances
~y\ ? (s) are realized in y , (s) . This
is done N times for each y ' i = 1,2,... N.
(6) This technique realizes each -y (s) only
to within a multiplicative constant K., such that
(C) c«)
Before connecting the N three terminal RC networks corres-
ponding to each pair y, , (s) , - Y -, ? (s) in parallel their
admittance levels must be adjusted because of the above men-
tioned constants K. , which are found by letting s = jw. and
considering the equality
(7) Define a common scaling factor K such that
th
Then multiply the admittance level of the i network by
5- for i = 1,2,- ••, N and connect the networks in parallel.
K
l
The resulting network has a short circuit input admittance
35

of y (s) , and a transfer admittance of Ky (s) .
As an example [26] consider a given numerator
polynomial N(s) of a transfer admittance - y,„(s), namely
KJ CsO = s -+- fl s + A
N(s) has a pair of comples conjugate poles at s= ( - { IT 1)1^2.
(1) N(s) is divided into two parts
N^Cs) = \fz si i } n.t c-,j -- s'
(2) D(s) is defined
D(s) = (s+1) (s+2)
(3) Two transfer admittance result, namely
— u (o = . - i-\ (s) = (II. 5)
Thus
- M U) =J 12
S 4 >Hl S + A
(4) PCs) is defined
PCS) = (^S+^r)^ + N^) = S% ~ S-» I
hence
Pfs) f s + -3= ) ( f^ vfz
)
1< DCS) (SH)(SU)
(5) y, , (s) is expanded twice, first realizing
the zeros H.^ - - \ / fl £ L - co of -yj 2 ( s ) and secondly
(2)
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Figure 11.10 Second Expansion of y _(s)




-yj, arc given by Eq. II. 5. The realized values
are taken from Figs. II. 9 and 11.10,
1: f"
S = o , - y
<2
-Re.ctUi«a




Therefore K., = 1
a) U)
h — CO -u (oo)= O.Ob 3 , - U Ceo) - -J .
Therefore K = 0.05 3
(7) K, K/K,, K/K are found from Eq. I I.
4
K = 0.050 3 K/K, = 0.050 3 K/K ^ 0.95
The admittance levels of the circuits are next adjusted by
multiplying by K/K, and K/K
?





o 9 s 2 f"










1 5 'i 2 jT_
Figure 11.11 Example of Guillemin's Technique
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b. Fialkow - Gerst Technique
Guillemin's procedure imposes a gain factor K
on the y i:? (s) which might not be desirable in some cases.
The procedure which will be discussed next gives the exact
required transfer admittance.
Given the numerator polynomial
n irt—
I
M (i) - ci n s -\- u„_ A * "*- '
" + CA
-v
s h Ci ° of the
transfer admittance -y-,p(s) the sequence of the Fialkow -
Gerst technique is as follows:
(1) Define a polynomial P(s) of degree n such
that
P C s ) = b ^ s + b^-is _v • 4- b ,, s -\ bo
= C ^+ £<)( S+ 0.t ) (i> * £„)
where v rs . (II . 6)
^ > Cl x ; *i >0
and
*<<Sz< 0«
as mentioned before in the Guillemin procedure. Then define




The polynomial P(s) is identified as the numerator polynomial




(2) Define a polynomial D(s) of degree n-1 such
that




s4 < o- <_ ;: 2 < o^< <^_ 4 < cv n
Then define the driving point admittance y (s) as
y «= ^J
*« D(s)




(s) into two parts
u ... =i>, r-s^iU / c + V iiaia» i (,i.7>».«




where ^ cTJ <, f . Define two driving point admittances





The parallel combination of three terminal passive RC networks
shown in Fig. 11.12 implies Eqs . II. 7 and II. 8.
(4) Multiply Y^ (s) and Y^ (s) by D(s) . Note
that this will give P(s) in two parts








Figure 11.12 The Fialkow - Gerst 3-Terminal Network
(5) Split the numerator polynomial N(s) into
two parts
where c < a. < b
-I r1 -4
(II. 9)
Note that a 4 a = a. and \j. + h - &: . Since
ct <C b the Eq. II. 9 can always be satisfied.


















Tt ( O =
NiCs) (11.10)






Note that the Eq. 11.10 gives the voltage transfer functions
of the sub-networks shown in Fig. 11.12, and Eq. II. 11 gives
the voltage transfer function of the overall network. Eq
.
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Note that both T, (s) and T„ (s) are at least one degree simpler
t V\ ca n Tcs) .















This last reduction is shown in Fig. 11.13
Figure 11.13 Development of Fialkow - Gerst Synthesis
Note that the two new subnetworks Y and Y have the same
transfer functions T, (s) and T„(s) since
"TU)- V
V,











At this point of synthesis one cycle is complete. The
transfer functions and the admittance matrix of the new sub-
networks are known. If the transfer functions and admittances
are of first degree they are realized as ladders. If their
degree is greater than one, then the same cycle is repeated
from beginning of the Step (3) for the sub-networks. Thus,
the result is an expanding parallel ladder structure as shown
in Fig. 11.14.
Figure 11.14 Fialkow - Gerst Three Terminals RC Network
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As an example consider a given numerator
polynomial of a transfer admittance - y..(s) , namely
(\Ki) = s 4- \J! ^ 4- 4
A polynomial P(s) is selected




Z + 4 Si 3
Y (s) is defined by selecting a polynomial




-f Li S + 3. , j S
y„„(s) is decomposed into two parts
J-i v ' V ^> -ti
Multiplying y^ ? (s) and y\J (s) by D(s) gives the decomposition
of P(s)
N(s) is also decomposed arbitrarily
Hence T, (s) and 1' (s) are found
Tf„. (*+'/l») -j- . , ('/r,*+-0
(3 4-%) * CVV 3+3)
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y22 (s) and y 22 (s) are reduced and y
*
' (s) and y^ 2
' (s)
are determined according to








S * 2 4
—
.
5" 7 Z +b> ^ s+s 0«
whe re
2 2
^2 * 2 £ ' * t 2 1
Since the new transfer functions and admittances are of
first degree there is no need to recycle again. Thus the
final network is given in Fig. 11.15.
Both Guillemin's and Fialkow - Gerst's techniques
are long and tedious. The Fialkow - Gerst synthesis becomes
very cumbersome for degrees greater than four. Guillemin's
technique is done in one cycle, however if the degree is
greater than three it is only possible to find K, and K by
substituting a value of s=0 and s=°°. For K., i=2 r 3, • • • ,N-1
a numerical value for s=jai. must be substituted and this is
also a long and tedious process. Further, the zeros of N(s)
which lie in the right half of the s-plane cannot be realized
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Figure 11.15 The Example of Fialkow - Gerst Synthesis
possible to use some well investigated circuits such, as the
twin-T and bridged-T circuit. Such circuits and their
characteristics can be found in literature [14, 27, 28].
B. STABILITY
The necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
were mentioned in the introduction. Consider now a single
loop negative feedback circuit shown in Fig. 11.16, so as to
study the stability of active RC structures.
The closed-loop gain of this system is:
\'




Figure 11.16 A Single Loop Negative Feedback System
where A (s) is the open-loop gain and A (s) •$ is termed the
loop gain of the system. If [1+A (s) •£] vanishes at some
frequency to , then —
o V will become infinite and there is
a jtu axis pole at u)=oo , which indicates instability of the
closed loop system. If [1+A (jto )3l = 0, then | A (j ^o)'/3 | =1.
And so /'%(j uV)-# =tt or an odd multiple of tt . The Bode
criterion for strict stability follows from these remarks:
A single-loop feedback circuit is strictly stable if
at the unity crossover frequency to of the loop gain, the
phase angle is less than 180°.
Assume that the Bode plot of the loop gain is as shown in
Fig. 11.17. The figure shows that the phase of the loop gain
reaches 180° between to„ and m while the gain rolls off
12db/octave. Therefore, Bode ' s criterion can be restated as
follows: A single loop feedback circuit is strictly stable,
if at the zero db crossover frequency to of the loop gain, the
loop gain has a slope of less than 12db/octave
.
If there are two active RC structures which realize a
circuit function and if one of them is unstable, then certainly
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the stable one must be selected unless it is desired to
build an oscillator. However, if both of the structures
are stable, then the more stable one must be selected. The
measure of stability called the gain margin and phase margin
is also shown in Fig. 11.17. The gain margin is defined as
the gain increase needed to drive the system into instability.
The phase margin is defined as the phase difference between
zero crossover frequency and 180°. In most cases a satis-
factory phase margin guarantees a good gain margin. however,
cases exist in which both margins should be considered.
C. SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity function which was first mentioned in the
introduction is now defined.
1. Sensitivity Function
T (s)
The sensitivity S of the network function T(s,k)
due to the variation of the parameter k is [14]
The sensitivity function assumes an . incremental
change in parameter k. From Eq. 11.12 two relations can be
derived:




Gain Sensitivity and Phase Sensitivity
For the sinusoidal steady state s = joj and so T(s) =
T ( jco) . Hence
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Figure 11.17 The Bode Plot of the Loop Gain of the






writing T(jw] which is complex, in polar form yields
T
The gain and phase sensitivities are now defined as follows:





Phase sensitivity = 5,
3. Polynomial Sensitivity
For some applications only numerator or denominator
polynomials of a circuit function may be of interest. For
example, in bandpass transfer functions the denominator
polynomial of the transfer function determines the response.
For this case the polynomial sensitivity is defined as
follows: The polynomial sensitivity of a polynomial D(s,k)









Zero Sensi tivity and Pole Sensitivity
It has previously been mentioned that the motion of
poles and zeros from the left half s-plane to the right half
s-plane can render a circuit unstable. Hence zero and pole
sensitivity is of great importance in active RC network
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theory. For example in a highly selective bandpass filter
the change of location of the poles can be very crucial in
two respects. First the change of pole location causes the
resonance frequency to drift which might violate the
specification to be met. Second, and more important, if the
selectivity is high then the original locations of the poles
are near to the jw axis and a drift may cause them to move
into the right half of the s-plane. In that case, the
system becomes unstable. Hence it is important to minimize
pole (zero) sensitivity.
Pole (zero) sensitivity is defined as follows [14]:
Let s = p. be a pole (zero) of T(s,k) when k takes its
nominal value. The pole (zero) sensitivity of T(s,k) is
then defined as:
' k dk/k ' s=jp
5 . Coefficient Sensitivity
The coefficients of the numerator and the denominator
polynomial of a network are implicit functions of the variable
parameter k. The sensitivity of the coefficients with respect
to the variation of parameter k is defined as follows:







i £ d «i /CU
dk/k
6 . Q Sensitivity
The Q sensitivity with respect to a variable
network parameter k is defined as
C^ * d(?/Q
' k dk/k
The Q sensitivity and the pole sensitivity of a
complex conjugate pair of -poles are related [14]. Since
Q-
Z.O'-




7. Interrelations be tv;een Sensitivities
Six kinds of sensitivities have been defined above.
They are not completely independent from each other as will
be shown now.
a. Pole and zero sensitivities. These are related
to the sensitivity function of a network function. Consider
a network function T(s) .
TTi*-v
TCs) = l< l
= 4
where k is the gain factor or multiplier. By simple sub-
stitutions it can be proven that the relation between the





b. Polynomial root sensitivity:
Sum of the root sensitivities of a polynomial will be
presented v/ith the aid of bilinear forms of a network
function
.
Let k be a variable network parameter and T(s,k)'
any network function of the form:
It is possible to express (T(s,k) as follows:






The sum of the root sensitivities of P(s,k) with respect







-i O n + kcn )
The relations between the root sensitivities and














D. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RC ACTIVE STRUCTURES
The active devices which are used in RC active network
synthesis have already been presented in the introduction.
Each device has its own advantages and disadvantages. For
example, operational amplifiers are cheap and readily avail'
able, on the other hand, they are not ideal because their
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gain is finite and neither the input nor the output impedance
are infinite or zero respectively. Moreover extreme care
must be taken to ensure circuit stability. Nevertheless
successful designs do exist and it appears that the RC -
operational amplifier combination will become the standard
filter building block. Moschytz's [11] and Newcomb ' s [12]
designs may be mentioned in this respect.
Controlled sources have also proven successful as active
devices. Some of the circuits listed by Sallen and Key [33]
have excellent sensitivities. The finite gain amplifiers
necessary for these structures can be built with infinite
gain operational amplifiers connected in feedback configuration
The overall finite gain is then the ratio of two resistances
and this procedure leads to excellent gain stability.
Gyrators are also good devices to build active RC struc-
tures in the low-frequency range, provided that they have
small input and output losses . In the introduction it was
found that they can provide high Q's with careful design.
NIC ' s have an inherent disadvantage because in good designs
they suffer from sensitivities which are proportional to Q.
This may be seen by considering a second order denominator
polynomial with high Q.
"* 2
DCs) - 5 4- Z <T => 4- LO^
This function can be decomposed into two parts, one of
which has negative real roots and the other has the root
s = 0.
DU) =:S%Z<T5+ u>^ - (. a** + V s + od* ) - K Y S
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where 2a = y - kx] and k is the conversion factor of NIC.
Such a decomposition has the best pole sensitivity as
proved by Horowitz [34].




= — - -i
•J k 2 <r
Because the roots of (. ^> A ^'^~iLK-\-
t ) are negative and




J Q \ o ,-> , (11.12)
k
Equation 11.12 gives the best Q sensitivity which can be
obtained. Therefore the RC-NIC circuits are not suitable for
high Q realization.
Another important factor concerns the sensitivities with
respect to passive element variations.
If the circuit is to be integrated this becomes very
important because the tolerances of diffused integrated cir-
cuit resistors vary between 10% - 20%. Also the temperature
coefficients of integrated resistors are of the order of
1000 - 3000 ppm/C° . However if the circuit function of an
active RC network can be made to depend on resistance ratios
instead of absolute resistance values, then it is possible
to achieve 1% ratio tolerances in integrated realizations
[35] . Furthermore resistors will track each other with tem-
perature. The passive element values must also be carefully
chosen so as to be suitable for integration.
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Reasonable resistor values lie between 100ft to 30 Kft
[35]. Capacitor values lie typically between 500 pF to
5000 pF [36] in monolithic semiconductor design, but lower
values of the order of 10 to 100 pF are possible with metal-
semiconductor technology.
E. IC OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
Since the operational amplifier is the basic active build-
ing block of all circuits described in this thesis it is
necessary to discuss practical operational amplifiers in more
detail than was done in the introduction. For example, in a
practical operational amplifier one of the significant char-
acteristics is input offset voltage. In a practical amplifier,
a finite output voltage appears even though the input termi-
nals are shorted together. This is undesirable as it degrades
common mode rejecti.on. In practice it leads to limiting of
the output signal swing. The DC input voltage that causes
the output to go to zero is called the input offset voltage.
Its value is usually given in data sheets for room temper-
atures. For other environments, it has. to be determined
experimentally
.
The amplifier's finite input impedance is another source
of error. Each input requires a small bias current and this
current is not the same for both inputs. The difference is
expressed as input offset current, and it is specified rela-
tive to the average input bias current. Another important
deviation from the ideal is the change in voltage, current
and gain levels with temperature, and this is called drift.
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Further, input impedance is defined separately for differ-
ential and for common mode operation. Differential input
resistance is defined as the resistance into either input
terminal with the other terminal grounded. Common mode
resistance is the resistance between inputs and ground with
both inputs shorted together. Common mode input resistance
is usually high (?0M-ato 100M.^- [37]) and can be assumed
infinite in most cases. However, the differential input re-
sistance may be low as a few thousand ohms, and does affect
the closed loop gain. Output resistance is the resistance
seen looking into the output ' terminiil with the output voltage
signal at zero. Its value is usually about one hundred ohms.
The open loop voltage gain is the ratio of the maximum
output swing to the change in input voltage needed to drive
the output from zero to this maximum. Ideally the gain from
one input to the output should be equal and opposite to the
gain from the other. If the same voltage were applied to
both inputs, the output should remain zero. In practice equal
changes in both inputs produce an output. Common mode rejec-
tion ratio is the ratio of differential mode gain to common
mode gain.
Maximum output power usually occurs at some output voltage
below the rated maximum. Maximum output power is the product
of the voltage at this point and the maximum output current.
The maximum voltage that can be applied at either input of
the amplifier with respect to ground is the input voltage




The most important characteristic which deviates from th
ideal one is the open loop frequency response, which is now
discussed.
1 . Open Loop Gain
The open loop gain of a practical operational amplifier
is a function of frequency. It can be approximated by the
expression




(J~, and to., are called the break points of the
characteristic. The Bode plot of Eqn. 11.13 is shown in
Fig. 11.18 with solid lines.
The closed loop gain of a single loop negative feed-
back system was given in the section on stability as
Mu = —
The loop gain was defined as A (w)-/3 and may be expressed in
decibels
and the magnitude of this loop gain is shown on Fig. 11.18.
As may be seen the loop gain has a crossover frequency
to with the slope of 12 db/oct., therefore the feed-
(uncomp.
)
back system is unstable by Bode ' s criterion. If the amplifi-
er's open loop gain is compensated as shown with dashed lines
in Fig. II. 18, then the rate of closure, i.e., the difference
of slopes of 20 log(i-) and 20 log A (s) , or the slope of the
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become less than 12 db/oct. and the system becomes stable.
As a conclusion then the open loop gain of an operational
amplifier must be compensated before one attempts to design
an active RC network.
2. Compensation of Open Loop Gain
There are two methods of compensating the open loop
gain of an operational amplifier namely internal and external
compensation. The practical operational amplifier in general
is provided with at least one terminal where additional net-
work elements can be connected for internal compensation.
Consider such an operational amplifier shown in Fig. II. 19 a.
If an external capacitor C, is connected as shown then the
open loop gain becomes
P U) = 3^ UJf-
S 4- (.'O c_
where w = ; 1/R.C,. By adjusting the value of the capacitor
C, it is possible to choose the break point w such that
1 £ c
at uk the loop gain became less than unity. This compen-
sation gives the dashed curve shown in Fig. 11.18. Another
internal compensation scheme is shown in Fig. II. 19b. This
compensation gives an open loop gain







c2 ^ wcl .
If u is chosen to be equal to uk the compensated open loop
gain will have a slope of 6 db/oct. from cocl to u> 2 . A
proper selection of w will assure that the db crossover










Figure 11.19 Internal Compensation of Open Loop Gain
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Another method of compensation is external compensa-
tion, which consists of connecting an RC compensating network
between output and input as shown in Fig. 11.20. Here, the
frequency response of the closed loop given is modified to
ensure the stability. Consider for example the voltage





Figure 11.20 Externally Compensated Voltage Inverter.
The closed loop gain is
where to, = 1/R.C, . If C, is chosen such that the breakpoint
associated with w, occurs before the crossover frequency
0)
o
then the rate of closure becomes 6 db/octave and
(uncomp.
)
a stable closed loop operation is obtained.
3. Fairchield yA741C IC - Operational Amplifier .
In the experimental part of this thesis the Fairchield
UA741C integrated operational amplifier is used to realize the
active RC networks. One reason for selecting this amplifier
is that it is internally compensated by the manufacturer,
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making it unnecessary to compensate by any of the previously
mentioned methods. The specification sheet for the opera-
tional amplifier is presented in Appendix II. The open loop
frequency response of the particular amplifier were measured
with the setup shown in Fig. 11.21, and they are found quite
in agreement with the manufacturer's specification as shown
in Fig. 11.22.
4. Sensitivity Considerations in Networks with Opera-
tional AmplTTiers ' '
Thee relation between the sensitivity function and
the pole and zero sensitivities of a network function has
been mentioned in Section II -C which is now repeated:
~l<^ k v—< ^>i \—' Si.
q - c K \ -p^- + % -£±— (ii.i4)
*
i ~4 *
l-\ d - j
It is well known that one of the major concerns in active RC
network synthesis is that of minimizing the sensitivity
function Eq. 11.14.
One method of minimizing network sensitivity consists
in judicially selecting the zeros (z.) and poles (p.) of the
network function. To illustrate this consider the network
function given below
T(S) = |< — - JiilliliilliA - k ** "" ""* CA ° (11.15)
The sensitivity of T(s) to a network parameter is according
to Eqs. 11.14 and 11.15.
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Figure 11.22 The Open Loop Voltage Gain of the
Particular yA741 Operational Amplifiers
5*_ + . " k - + .^1
k (s-zj U-H) ( S
-PJ (s-ff)
(s-^)(s-? 1)(s-^)(s- f/)
where A(s) = <, N(MDCs)-,S * DoH * - * 2 ) - $^ * D(s) C s» - ?J
(11.16)
In the neighborhood of pole frequency p 1 the term ,b

















For a high Q filter ,a —
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5. 12 Q--i fl(-!'<)
The following observations can be made about the above
relation
:
(1) Sensitivity function is proportional to Q
hence it is desirable to obtain a transfer function with the
lowest possible Q.
(2) Sensitivity function tends to be higher for
2 .low frequency applications because of the factor oo, in the
denominator
.
(3) The zeros z , and z ? should be as far as
possible from the pole p. , because this maximizes
I (p.-z
n ) (d,-z„) I and so minimizes S, J . However this free-
dom of choosing z, , z„ and p, usually does not exist, because
6 8

the poles and zeros are determined by the desired circuit
function T(s). In view of Eq. 11.14 and these remarks, the
pole and zero sensitivities should be minimized independently.
In particular, pole sensitivities should be minimized to
ensure stability.
The pole sensitivity with respect to a
variable parameter is
' k dk/j<
Hence the drift of j pole due to the variation of k is
^ = \ IT
. thThe total drift of j pole due to variations of all network
parameter is
d f = yV''— 4- Y <il-J + "T s'v -Uli
(11.18)
where r is the total number of resistors R. , where c is the
l
total number of capacitors c. , and where a is the total
number of active elements A. in the network. The effect of
l
active element gain A. can be lumped into one equivalent
active device A. Since integrated circuits have very good
Component tracking capabilities it is valid to assume that the
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performing frequency scaling on the? network, without
changing its admittance level, such that uu - cl L/j . The new
pole location o i c, p - q x> . Because A and R are not
1
1 i ' i
functions of uJ , they do not change, hence dA/A = dR/R =
when W changes to u> . However the admittance of C changes
from its old value of wC to its new value of acoC. In order
to keep the admittance level of C unchanged, a new capacitor
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It is also possible to calculate the term 7 O^ by
t - -(
performing admittance scaling on the network without changing
the frequency level, such that Ya = aV Y = ex V
P. = p ( d P. =ol co - cO . Because A has no dimension dA/A-0
for admittance scaling, y -a/ = a. / K = \ / Q 1 hence
R = R/<x . Y - ci V - LoaC r coc hence c'-aC . The values
ilL I _ i£ i±' I i-£ — - —'" - o




Then Eq. 11.20 is rewritten
*Pj A °rt V R ex y
By substituting for S , the pole drift is obtained
Jr\.
d f,^''XX_ f|. (^ + ^-j
From Eq. 11.21 the direction of the change
in pole locations due to gain A or passive elements (R, C)




i dAdp. = SA
J £— . Because dA/A is a real number for low
frequencies
AJi Mi (11.22)
Eq. 11.22 implies that the directional variation of pole
location dp. due to the variation of A is equal to the argu-
ment of the sensitivity function with respect to A. On the
other hand assume dA/A = 0~, when dp. = -p. (— + --)
. Thencj L j 'R C
fc}-P- = /t\- + TT because f S—- -t- ) is a positive real
/. -'j /__± A R C /
number. This implies that the directional variation of pole
location due to the passive element changes are in a direction
radial with the origin. If the pole sensitivity is minimized
the equality
5 '. — _ p r 4_ — - o (n.2 3)
must be satisified.
a. Pole Desensitization
Eq. 11.2 3 provides three techniques for pole
desensitization [38].
(1) Technique 1 . Pole desensitization is ob-
tained by designing the network in such a way that the passive
pole displacement is compensated by the active pole displace-
ment [39] . That is
8 i V £ c J d A
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Figure 11.23 Pole Desensitization by Technique 1
This technique is somewhat complicated since the chosen
feedback configuration depends both on the physical prop-
erties of the active and passive components being used and
on the location of the particular pole being desensitized.
The requirement imposed by Eq. 11.24 is restrictive enough
to limit severely the choice of network configurations capa-
ble of satisfying both Eq . 11.24 and the characteristics of
the desired network function simultaneously. This method is
not suitable for network synthesis with operational amplifiers
since the gain characteristics of the amplifiers must be
individually controllable or variable with ambient variations
which they usually are not.
(2) Technique 2. In the second desensitization
technique, the network configurations used are those, whose
critical pole sensitivities depend only on the passive network
elements. For some structures the pole sensitivity with
respect to the active elements can be made arbitrarily small.
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Then the poles are desensitized by using resistors and
capacitors with uniformly equal but opposite temperature co-
efficients. Hence
<SA ~° J












Figure 11.24 Pole Desensitization by Techniques 2 and 3.
Typical network configurations for this technique are the
negative - feedback configurations, and unity gain forward
feedback configurations [38]. In both cases the pole sensi-
tivity to A can be made arbitrarily small by the use of ampli-
fiers with high loop gain. Thus operational amplifiers are
ideal for this technique.
(3) Technique 3 . In this technique the pole
sensitivities are dependent on both active and passive compo-
nents as in the technique 1. The sensitivity with respect to
passive element is again minimized by using resistors and
capacitors with uniformly equal but opposite drift character-
istics. However in this technique the sensitivity with respect
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to active element is not minimized, but the drift of the
active element gain is minimized. Hence
J
-I
<4 (Z c* CQJ± as O . — + — = O
The desensitization scheme is same as shown in Fig. 11.24.
The active element can be stabilized by a
local negative feedback network consisting of passive compo-
nents with good tracking properties. Since the stabilization
is much more effective with high open loop gain of the active
element, the operational amplifiers are also ideal for this
technique. But since available closed loop gain of an ampli-
fier is greatly reduced by local stabilizing network, in high
Q applications more than one amplifier may be required.
Since there is no limitation on pole sensitivity with respect
to active elements, this technique gives more freedom for
choosing the network configuration to be used.
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III. INFINITE GAIN SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES
A. INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapters, the advantages of using oper-
ational amplifiers in the synthesis of active RC networks
were indicated and the theory of operational amplifiers was
discussed. Particular mention was made of the pA741C opera-
tional ampJifier.
In the past ten years a great many synthesis techniques
with operational amplifiers have been proposed and experi-
mental results are given in the literature. The number of
proposed circuits is quite large and there is need to clas-
sify them and for a common theory. The purpose of this thesis
is to give such a classification and evaluation based on a
common theory. Circuits are classified with respect to the
number of amplifiers in the circuit. P'or the single opera-
tional amplifier circuits a subclassification has been made
with respect to the number of feedback paths
.
B. SINGLE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SYNTHESIS
1 . General
In the active RC network synthesis with a single
operational amplifier, the most general circuit configuration
is shown in Fig. III.l. The RC network in Fig. III.l can be
considered to be a six terminal feedback network . The input
signals to the RC network are V, and V . The feedback signal
to the RC network is V and the output signals are V^ and V^
.
The feedback network can be a single network terminated in
the negative input of the operational amplifier or it can
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Figure III.l The General Configuration of Single
Operational Amplifier Active RC Circuits
consist of a number of networks terminated in both inputs.
It is appropriate to separate the synthesis problem into
two parts
.
a. Single feedback synthesis.
b. Multiple feedback synthesis.
These methods will now be discussed.
2 . Single Feedback_Synt_hesis
The general circuit configuration for a single feed-
back network based on Fig. III.l can be shown as in Fig.
III. 2. In general, the two input circuits and one feedback
circuit might be active RC , or passive RC circuits. However
since the single operational amplifier realizations is con-
sidered, it is convenient to make these networks passive RC
two ports
.
The input and output relations of these RC networks





Figure III. 2 The General Single Feedback Operational
Amplifier Circuit.
1. = t (III. la)
I = Lj V, + M V (III. lb)
I - lj y/ + M y, (III. 2a)
1
H
= ij V2 f tj V^
I = LJ V + L, V
(III. 2b)
(III. 3a)
l 6 ~ Li V + u V, (III. 3b)
Since the input impedance of an ideal operational
amplifier is infinite,
Hence from Eq. III. 2b
K =x, -o f i =o
M. (III. 4)

and also I - _ T . Then by equating the Eqs . III. lb








As can be seen from Fig. III. 2
Therefore the Eq . III. 5 can be rewritten as
\
V =
J t z a
v..
(III. 6)
Since tha gain of the operational amplifier is ideally
infinite V - V^ -o , and with Eq . III.
5
^ = \ = ^u V,
4z lC
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By making y„„ infinite, the second term of the Eq. III.
7
can be removed. Then the voltage transfer function of the
circuit becomes
••>-* (III. 8)
After making y ~ ^ infinite, the final circuit configuration
is shown in Fig. III. 3.
Since the input and the feedback networks consist of
linear, lumped, passive RC elements, the transfer function
Eqn. III. 8 is a rational polynomial in s. For a given





















Figure III. 3 The Final Single Feedback Circuit
Q(s) is assigned as the numerator polynomial of - y 91 , (s)
and N(s) is assigned as the numerator polynomial of - y, „ (s)
Then the passive RC network synthesis techniques discussed
in the second chapter can be used.
The above technique is one of the earliest and most
frequently used methods in active RC network synthesis using
one operational amplifier [2,14,26,40,41,42].
a. Sensitivity Considerations
In the foregoing development of the transfer
function of single feedback synthesis the ideal operational
amplifier characteristics were assumed. Now the effect of
the finite gain and finite input impedance will be investi-
gated. For this purpose, a more realistic network
configuration is given in Fig. III. 4. In this figure the
amplifier is assumed to have a finite gain of A (s) and the
finite input admittance y. has been added external to the
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Figure III. 4 Single Feedback with a Nonideal Operational
Amplifier.
amplifier. Since the analysis is made with no load the output
impedance can be included in network , N .
For Fig. III. 4 in addition to the two port admit-
tance relations of N and N, , the following relations are
a b ^
valid.




— r h + lj + x-ilj.W <X
(III. 9)
The term with A (s) in the denominator above
o
represents an error term due to the finite gain and the
input impedance of the operational amplifier. Because the
parameters y, , and y OOK are not known until the synthesisI la z zsd
procedure is complete, it is not possible to predict and
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eliminate this error at the start. This is one disadvantage
of the single feedback technique. The error can be reduced









where Q(s), N(s), P(s) and D(s) are the polynomials defined
in three terminal RC synthesis techniques and were mentioned
in Section II. A. The error term must be kept small near the
zero frequencies of the polynomial N(s) . Thus if the roots
of P(s) are chosen near to the roots of N(s) the error
becomes negligible.
As has been mentioned before it is not possible
to know the error at the start of the' synthesis procedure.
Further, it is not possible to investigate the pole or Q
sensitivities of the polynomial N(s) when the unknown error
is present. However the sensitivity of T(s) = V (s)/V, (s)
can be found with respect to amplifier gain or admittance
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flotQKJCM>2PCs) 1
All of the sensitivities are complex functions of frequency
and can be numerically calculated after the synthesis is
completed.
3 . Multiple Feedback Synthesis
a. General
In the single operational amplifier multiple
feedback synthesis the output of the operational amplifier is
fed to the input by means of RC two terminal elements as shown
for example in Fig. III. 5.
All multiple feedback realizations can be clas-
sified according to three synthesis techniques. Double-
Ladder synthesis, single ladder synthesis, and two special
circuits which were proposed by Brugler [21] and Bohn [43].
b. Double-Ladder Synthesis
This synthesis technique covers a great many of
the active RC networks found in the literature. For example,
second order realizations with double-ladder technique were
discussed to some extent by Bridgeman and Brennan [44],
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Figure III. 5 Double-Ladder Configuration
Wadhwa's [45] circuit for third order system is one special
case of this technique. Rauch's [46] filter is another
special case and even some of the Sallen-Key [33] structures
can be mentioned as special cases of this technique.
The general circuit configuration of double-ladder
synthesis is shown in Fig. III. 5. In this figure the admit-
tances are one-port networks which may consist of one or more
R or C elements. For the open circuit voltage transfer func-
tions of this synthesis, an explicit algorithm has been given
by Holt and Sewell [47]. However, a general way of finding
the voltage transfer function of any circuit having one or
more operational amplifiers has been established by Nathan
[48] . His method is used throughout the multiple feedback
synthesis and it is discussed in Appendix I. In the calcula-
tions of error due to the finite gain and finite input
impedance of the amplifier, Nathan's [49] method for finite
gain amplifier circuits has been used.
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The double-ladder synthesis is illustrated by a
general example which has a circuit configuration shown in
Fig. III.
6
Figure III. 6 A General Example of Double-Ladder Synthesis
The admittance matrix of the passive part of the

















terminal 6 has been grounded. By deleting the row of the
driven node 5 and the column of the driving node 4 , the new
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admittance matrix for the overall circuit with the opera-
tional amplifier is found.
5~
-Yi
~y< (v^y5+v^v45 ) -^















V 2 7, Vc
\ [< 7, + V3+ 7, + y2 >)( 7^ + 7^ 7, ff ) + Y4 1 V2 + 75 + 7 2 g)] +-
Yjv,^+v,+ y6+y+5:)+Y% yr] (III. 10)






By comparing Eq . III. 10 and Eq . III. 11, it can be seen that
of the admittances y„, y., y f , two should be capacitive,
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while the third should be conductive. Therefore one selec-
tion of these three admittances is as follows
Since the denominator of the Eq. III. 11 contains a third
order term, another admittance must be capacitive. Hence
The rest of the circuit consists of conductanctances . With
these components the coefficients of the desired transfer













G-i <*«(<**- * <** 4 <^S )
Therefore the circuit which realizes the transfer function
of Eq. III. 11 is as shown in Fig. III. 7.
In the circuit shown in Fig. III. 7 eight two-
terminal elements are used as admittance networks. However
this is not necessary. As an example the same transfer func-
tion is synthesized with a simpler configuration as shown in
Fig. III. 8. By the same method employed above, the voltage
transfer function of this circuit is found.

Figure III. 7 Final Circuit of the Example
Figure III. 8 Second Example of Double Ladder
Synthesis
V. Y ? V<,
and by selecting
V- =






>, = ^3 S
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and the rest of the elements as conductances the voltage







R«( Ca+CS+C '.) + ^ C 2 + *^1 ^
a i ^C^C^lR^^i-^R^ + R^J +^c^^C^ + R^^ R„R4 c3 c
°3
sR^«* c* c 3 C4 tft4 + R .) , b.^R,R„C, C
The final circuit is shown in Fig. III.
9
Figure III. 9 Final Circuit of the Second Example
Note that the number of elements remains the same
but that one circuit may give better element values than the
other
.
(1) S ens i t i vi ty Con s i_de rations . Double-ladder
synthesis has one advantage over the single feedback synthesis,
namely, the effect of the finite gain, input and output admit-
tances can be accounted for and can be corrected at the design
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stage. Consider a given second order transfer function
f(s) = (III. 12)
S 4- 2_ <T~ S +- UJ
rt
l
T(s) is to be realized with the circuit shown in Fig.
III. 8, which has a voltage transfer function
yiJh (III. 13)
V, y«(v 2 -f y2 +vi yzl ) +y2 v3
By comparing Eqs . III. 12 and III. 13 an initial assignment for
the element values may be made as follows:
Now assume the amplifier has a finite gain A and a finite
input admittance Y. . Then the element values in Fig. III.
8
can be amended and the resulting transfer function can be
found (by Nathan's [49] method for finite gain amplifiers)
.
The new function is












which may be written
V, C3
^-, & & - +XH^)+^^] sH^^X^^
o —3
This is a second order bandpass filter. By specifying
2<r = K^ 4-
C^n(c-^c3 \ 61,+ 6»
<^3 R D c j
-: =[e^fJ^ G4
Suitable values for C„ , C.,, G. , G., G ? _, can be determined
and the error due to the finite amplifier gain and finite
input admittance reduced almost to zero. Because
2G./A << G., , 2a and w can be approximately' written as
1 o 1 n trL s
IC- C,
c t c 3 R* C,




If one defines A2a as the error of 2o introduced by the







The sensitivity S is found from Eqs . III. 14, III. 15 and
o
III. 16
A. 2cr J^M ( < z + c 3 )
^2 (^+Gl«)
For a specific circuit both 2a and A2a is known, therefore '.
Q sensitivity with respect to amplifier gain variations can
be calculated.
c. Single-Ladder Synthesis
Single-ladder synthesis technique is due to
Aggarwal [50,51,52,53,54,55], who has thoroughly investigated
the technique with its special cases. The general circuit
configuration of single-ladder synthesis is shown in Fig.








Figure III. 10 Single-Ladder Configuration
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finding the voltage transfer function is also due to
Aggarwal [52 ]
.
As an example of this method, the same transfer
function of Eq. III. 12, which was used in the double-ladder
method will be considered. Hence
T(*> - bv
Cl 3 S + CL i S "' CS S + A
The general circuit used for this synthesis is shown in
Fig. III. 11.
Figure III. 11 A General Example of Single-Ladder
Synthesis
The voltage transfer function is
v, v„ y c
y,[(Yr+y3 4-V^Cvr + v^^CVz+v3 )]-t-Y2.[Y3 (v^Yy+v<)+y4i yrl
By selecting Y„ = C~s
, Y~ = C->s, Y, = C,s and the remaining
Z Z J J b D
conductances, the transfer function of the circuit has the
same form as Eq. III. 12. Equating coefficients yields
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Then the circuit becomes as shown in Figure III. 12
«r ::c, < e
Figure III. 12 The Final Circuit of the Example
For the same voltage transfer function a simpler
circuit can be found and is shown in Fig. III. 13











4^ V,^ ,y t y3
The two terminal admittances are selected
V, - ^ + C , * , V,
C, s
R^s-M
\ - S , v, - -^^
Then the transfer function of the circuit satisfies the
desired transfer function with the coefficients
"< = C, ( K,4 K,., R ) -I f^C, -\ £ 3 C^
a„ =i C„ C,(r<« z + k,*-^ fi, ^^c^ 4- ^ r^c, c<,
q 3 = r< A r, e 3 c, c 2 C/< ;




The final circuit is shown in Fig. III. 14
US 1
Figure III. 14 The Final Circuit of Second Example
As is seen from Figs. III. 12 and III. 14, the second circuit
has no obvious advantages over the first one. Both circuits
use the same number of passive elements, but the second cir-
cuit was easier to analyze and the element values of one
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circuit might be more convenient than those of the other.
A special case of the circuit of Fig. III. 10,
has been investigated by Aggarwal [55], because of its ease
of analysis. This special circuit is shown in Fig. III. 15
and may be used to synthesize n order voltage transfer
functions
T ( s) = b (b _ H s
n
+- V^.^s""^ :4-Ksh <)
tt-n ^ + "*--»
n -
1 4-C^S +
where all of the numerator and denominator coefficients are
real, non zero and positive.. In this configuration it is
assumed that the shunt elements,
A =v< = 7* = = 7 - o2 t-1 - I-
Figure III. 15 A Special Case of Single-Ladder Synthesis
Then the admittance matrix of the circuit is (the procedure



























Three combinations of this kind of realization which
are easy to analyze are:
(D
(3)
4 r V ^
2 fl
V • - C • s +
(2) Vl « T ; V. \*
-1
y. = c . s 4_-
V = C 5
... 2. fl - H
i,*
rf,£




As an illustration of the first combination a fourth
order voltage transfer function is considered
T(s) =- baL b ' S
*+ h
*^ bi s +-Q (III. 17)
Ct^ s
1
* 4- u s 4- a s"1
-t- a s-t-1




Then by substituting the admittance values according' to the
first combination
^f_ = _J5 - (III. 13)
After a few algebraic manipulations the coefficients of Eqs
.
III. 17 and III. 18 are compared yielding










4= k>% b3 C2 g
For a desired transfer function, the coefficients of Eq
.
III. 17 are known. A value for R is arbitrarily selected.
Then there remain eight unknowns (q , q c , q_, q , C , C , C c ,J J / O Z J D
C_) and eight nonlinear algebraic equations which generally
require a digital computer solution. After these algebraic
equations are solved, the assignments for the element values
are made. The resulitng circuit is shown in Fig. III. 16.
Figure III. 16 An Example of Special Case
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(1) Sensitivity Considerations . For the
single-ladder synthesis it is also possible to calculate and
eliminate the error due to the finite amplifier gain and
finite input and output impedance.
For the special case shown in Fig. III. 15 the











Because 1/A << 1, V /V, is approximated





2 rl - t
r 3 '
(III. 19)






For specific cases this error can be calculated and elimi-
nated by adjusting the admittance values in the design process
For example consider the given second order transfer function
T(s) Ks (III. 20)
3 * + 2. <r i 4- w^
Equation III. 20 is to be realized by the special case shown





v, = s , ya - c2 s , v3 * c3 s , y




Figure III. 17 A Second Order Single-Ladder System
The resistance R. is the input impedance of the amplifier
By substituting for Y.'s and n into the Eq. III. 19, the
voltage transfer function of the network is found.












G, / l t + C
CO =
\1








<L G A Ca.C*%
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^ V c4 c,
s
,Q
7-1, V C i C 3
2 <r-
By defining A2a as the error of 2a introduced by the finite
gain of the amplifier
A 2. cr - - G -f
Gi QR
n,
I ncn /) ~ c c» n b e.
rewritten in the form
S - —r = -
•2 cr
-f
C. flc / c,+ c
c
n v Qc a.+-G^c 3
Note that this is the same expression obtained as in the
double-ladder synthesis. However A2a is different for the
two techniques
d. Brugler's and Bohn ' s Circuits
Two individual networks to realize voltage trans'




Bohn's circuit has been thoroughly investigated and eleven
function realizations are catalogued by Holt and Sewell [56].
Bohn's circuit is shown in Fig. III. 18. The












Figure III. 18 Bohn's Circuit
Even though it is possible to realize functions of degree
three and higher , Eq. III. 21 is most suitable for second
order systems. A given voltage transfer function
TCs) - N(s)/Q(s) is compared with Eq. III. 21. By giving
values to various admittances the coefficients of Eq. III. 21
are matched with the coefficients of the desired transfer
function and the synthesis is complete.
The second circuit was proposed by Brugler and
shown in Fig. III. 19. Note that both positive and negative
feedback is employed, and that it is possible to realize any
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kind of voltage transfer function, for example, there is no













Figure III. 19 Brugler's Circuit
From Fig. III. 19 the nodal equations for nodes
2 and 3 are




=° 1 3 - ° J
Manipulating the nodal equations the voltage transfer function
of the circuit is obtained as
10 4

If the admittances are chosen such that
then the transfer function becomes much simpler
( 1 1 1 . 2 2 )
V^ v t -v.
Assuming a given transfer function




"" • CK A S 4-
b„s- + bo
then a polynomial P(s) is selected such that
A-i
pco = n ( s + c<)
where n is the degree of Q(s) , the c, 's are real, positive
and distinct. Equations III. 22 and III. 2 3 are made equal to
each other, yielding
The assignments for numerator and denominator are
y/,-y^ n(s)/pcs)
?
Vc-v3 - Qw/pcs; an. 24)
Equations III. 24 may be expanded into partial fractions. The
result of this partial fraction expansion gives both posi-
tive and negative terms. The positive terms are associated
with Y, and Y , and the negative terms are associated with
Y- and Y. . Then the synthesis of the driving point admit-
tances is carried out and the synthesis is complete.
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(1) Sensitivity Considerations . The voltage
transfer function of Bonn's circuit with a finite gain




where N(s)/Q(s) is the voltage transfer function with infi-
nite gain. Because the network topology is known at the
beginning of the synthesis, it is again possible to elimi-
nate the effect of nonideal amplifier. By defining •
A
h„






( f + ^ *- v 4 ^ )
Both T(s) and AT(s) are known functions of s, once a partic-
T (s)
ular transfer function is given, therefore S can be
o
calculated.
The voltage transfer function of Brugler's
network with nonideal amplifiers can be found and sensitivity
functions can also be calculated. However since both numer-
ator and denominator have difference terms, this technique
inherently has high sensitivity with respect to amplifier
gain. In the comparison of different active RC technique
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it is stated that the best polynomial composition for the
NIC's gives a Q sensitivity J5 \1C{ < with respect to
conversion factor k. Since Brugler's technique also uses
polynomial decomposition it is possible to state that the
sensitivity of Q of the pole pair for a given transfer
function will be very high.
C. MULTIPLE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER SYNTHESIS
1 . General
In this part active RC networks containing more than
one operational amplifier are investigated. The transfer
functions which can be realized with multiple operational
amplifiers are usually more general than those which are
realized with a single operational amplifier. Such trans-
fer functions consist of the ratio of two polynomials with
real coefficients. The coefficients of the numerator and
the denominator polynomials must be real, however they can be
positive, negative or zero. Therefore there is no constraint
on the location of the poles or zeros and they might be any-
where in the s-plane. However for stable structures the
poles of the transfer function are required to lie in the
left half s-plane.
The multiple operational amplifier synthesis can be
classified by two techniques. The first technique which was
proposed by Kerwin, Huelsman and Newcomb [12] is somewhat
parallel to the state variable technique in the sense that
it uses summers and integrators only. The second technique







Consider the open circuit voltage transfer function
where a. and b . r i=l,2, •••,]! are real but might be positive,
negative or zero. Multiply both the numerator and denominator
by some variable X which has yet to be defined. Then
(III. 25)
The Eq . III. 25 is separated into two parts





^ - b6 X+ b.sXt "+ ^.,^~'X * H,*" * (HI- 26b)
The Eq. III. 26b is rewritten
s
-x = -±i X ".**.- ~ ^r*"'* *f v, (III . 27)
This equation resembles a state equation in s if the states
are defined as follows
7, - X
Y2 - sY4 =
s X
V3 -- sV^ ^X
v = sv - s X

































V = Q V^ <*X + -- ; -- 4 CV<V 1"^ S V n (HI- 29)
which resembles the output of the system described by the
Eq . III. 28. The signal flow graph for the system defined by
Eq. III. 28 and III. 29 is shown in Fig. III. 20, and the cir-
cuit realization of this signal flow graph is shown in
Fig. III. 21.
Figure III. 20 The Signal Flow Graph of the n Degree System
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Figure III. 21 The Circuit Realization of the Signal
Flow Graph of Fig. III. 20
The second degree voltage transfer function realiza-
tion by this technique is of interest because of the simulta-
neous availability of the lowpass, bandpass and highpass
functions from the single circuit. Assume that a second
degree voltage transfer is given,
Vc do 4 ou s + ft x i
1"










The signal flow graph for this case is shown in Fig. III. 22.
Without knowing the signs of the coefficients of the desired
transfer function it is not possible to draw the exact cir-
cuit diagram. However assuming all of the coefficients are
positive, the circuit diagram is shown in Fig. III. 23.
Figure III. 22 The Signal Flow Graph for the Second
Order System.
If a lowpass and/or a bandpass and/or a highpass function but
not a combination of them (such as an all-pass) is required,
then the amplifier A. is not necessary and can be removed.
Then the lowpass, bandpass and the highpass transfer functions
can be obtained simultaneously as shown in Fig. III. 24. In
both Fig. III. 23 and III. 24 the relations between resistors











Figure III. 2 3 A Second Order System
Figure III. 24 A Simultaneous H-P, B-P, L-P
,
Second Order Filter.




For a second order system realization consider





in Fig. III. 24 to have finite gain
Because the gain of the first amplifier A, only affects the
multiplication factor H any gain variations in A, will not
change pole or zero locations or the Q of the circuit. How-
ever the gain variations of the two integrator amplifiers A„
and A_ is of interest, because they effect pole-zero loca-
tions and Q. The denominator of the transfer function of
III. 2 8 with finite gain integrator amplifiers may be shown
to be






° f\ flxfls/ (III. 30)
Neglecting terms with denominators containing the product
A„A-, gives
J
V H 2 fi 3 / V
" fi 3 it, fl s ) V n 3 )
The relations between the root sensitivities and coefficients




where k is any circuit parameter. The coefficient of the n
term can be expressed as a = (b +kc ) . Thus the polee n n n
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Thus the circuit shown in Fig. III. 24 has low sensitivities
with respect to gain variations. As may be seen from Eq
.
III. 30 the error introduced by assuming infinite gain is also
3extremely small for amplifiers with a gain of 10 or higher.
3. Mathews -Seifert ' s and Lovering's Circuit
In the single amplifier single feedback synthesis
discussed in Section III.B.2, it was shown that if the poles
and zeros of a given transfer function are complex, then
Guillemin's or Fialkow-Gerst technique must be resorted to.
These two techniques are lengthy and the final configuration
is not known at the start. Therefore there is no way one can
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estimate and correct for the effect of the finite amplifier
gain.
Mathews and Seifert [5 7] proposed a circuit to replace
the passive networks of the single feedback technique by
simple zero producing active networks. Such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 11.25.
2. €. ro pr«A>*ti
Hcl.vii .3 e c V > o v
Figure III. 2b Mathews-Seifert
' s Circuit
The voltage transfer function for this circuit is
Assume that a rational polynomial T(s) = N(s)/D(s) with real
coefficients is desired to be realized as a voltage transfer





where n is the degree of D(s) , coefficients a are real
positive, and distinct, but otherwise arbitrary. Dividing
the numerator and the denominator of the transfer function by
P(s) yields




By assigning the admittances
X
i h -y^ = N(s; /pa-) (111.31)
Vc - Vd = D(sj/pts) '(III. 32)
Expanding Eqs . III. 31 and III . 32 into partial fractions,
positive and negative parts of the equations are obtained.
The positive parts are associated with Y and Y , and negative
parts are associated with Y and Y , . Then the synthesis of
driving point admittances can be made by Foster or Cauer
forms
.
Although Mathews-Seifert ' s circuit eliminates the
difficulty of passive three terminal RC network synthesis, the
circuit uses three active devices. Lovering [58] proposed a
simpler circuit shown in Fig. III. 26, to reduce the number of
active elements. The voltage transfer function of Lovering 's
circuit is
^ V,Y< - V, Xr
By selecting Y_ and Y r equal to each other, but otherwise




Figure III. 26 Lovering's Circuit
Then the driving point admittances can be synthesized
as in Mathews-Seifert ' s circuit.
A modification to Lovering's circuit can be made as
shown in Fig. III. 27. The voltage transfer function of this
circuit is found to be
The transfer function which is to be realized is
T(s) = N(s)/D(s). The polynomial P(s) is selected as speci-
fied in Mathews -Seifert's circuit. Then three new driving
point admittances Y 1
,
Y' and Y' are defined such thatc a b c
^ - X * x* - X y _ V Y, Vu
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Figure III. 27 Modified Lovering's Circuit
The assignments made for these admittances are
V b - X = Naj/?fO (III. 33)
Vc'- y.' - DCs; /pes) (III. 34)
The Eqs. III. 33 and III. 34 are expanded into partial frac-
tions as before. The sum of the positive parts are defined
as [N(s)/P(s)]
,
and [D (s) /P (s) ]
+
. The sum of the negative
parts are defined as [N (s) /P (s) ] "", and [D (s) /P (s) ] ~. Then
the Eqs. III. 33 and III. 34 are rewritten
Wb - YCT ~ [ N(0 /Pes;] +[ Mfs^/ ft*)]
Yc - y b -' I DCs) /pa;] -l-lDCs3/pc &)3
and Y', Y
'
, Y' are found as follows
a b c
y b = [ D(s;/pcs)"] +. { kko/pcs/}
yc
'









can be found by removing the common terms
from Y' Y' and Y' and the synthesis of Y , Y, and Y can bea D c J a b c
done in terms of Foster or Cauer sections.
Because of the difference terms of both numerator and
denominator polynomials, the last three circuits have in-
herently high sensitivities with respect to both active and
passive element variations..
D. REALIZATION OF CONTROLLED SOURCES
Even though controlled source synthesis is not directly
related to the active RC network synthesis with operational
amplifiers, controlled sources built by operational ampli-
fiers prove to have the least sensitivity. Hence controlled
sources can be realized by means of operational amplifiers.
Controlled source realizations with operational amplifiers
will now be briefly discussed.
A voltage controlled voltage source (VCVS) is just a simple
feedback operational amplifier as shown in Fig. III. 28.
It should be noted that the gain of the positive gain
VCVS is always greater than one. Furthermore, the gains are
ratios of resistance, which if implemented by integrated cir-
cuits can be kept to within one percent tolerances.
A voltage controlled current source (VCCS) is shown in
Fig. III. 29, and a current controlled voltage source (CCVS)









Figure III. 28 VCVS Realizations: (a) Negative Gain
(b) Positive Gain
J. ~- - ^ $
Figure III. 29 A VCCS Realization
A/V
z
Vo v . -£ p ^
Figure III. 30 A CCVS Realization
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A current controlled current source is shown in Fig.
III. 31.
Figure III. 31 A CCCS Realization
Note that the transfer function is again utilizing the




IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. INTRODUCTION
This part of the thesis presents experimental results on
circuits synthesized with R, C and operational amplifiers,
according to the theory given in Section III. Six circuits
are realized and tested, and experimental results are pres-
ented both in the form of a table and as a graph. Theoretical
calculations are also given and plotted on the same graph as
the experimental results. •
The apparatus for measuring the circuits is shown in Fig.
IV. 1. The measuring arrangement consists, apart from two
DC + 15 volt power supplies, of an input signal generator, a
vacuum tube voltmeter to measure the constant input voltage
V. and a cathode ray oscilloscope to measure the output volt-
age V and to check that no distortion occurred in the output
due to overload, erroneous biasing or other causes. In all
of the experimental circuits except circuit No. 3, the Donner
Model 1202 sine wave generator was used. For circuit No. 3
the Hewlett-Packard Model 202A sine wave generator was used,
because its frequency has a lower range than the Donner in-
strument. The output impedance of the Donner 1202 sine wave
generator was measured to be about 500 ohms between 10 Hz to
1 MHz. In order to simulate an ideal voltage generator of
internal resistance of 500 ohms the input voltage to the
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In all the circuits tested the output terminal was also
always made the output terminal of one of the operational
amplifiers. Because the output impedance of the operational
amplifier is typically 75 ohms , the oscilloscope with its
high input impedance had no appreciable loading effect on the
circuit, and so the error due to finite input impedance of
the scope may be neglected. For each measurement taken the
frequency of the signal generator is also measured with the
scope to ensure frequency accuracy.
The accuracy of the measurement gear was as follows:
Frequency accuracy 1% - Tektronix type 504 CRO
Input Voltage accuracy + 2% Hewlett Packard Model 400D VTVM
Output Voltage accuracy 3% Tektronix type 504 CRO
Bias Voltage Tolerances Hewlett Packard Model 721A
+0.3% Power Supplies
Passive Component Tolerances:
Resistors + 5% Allen-Bradley
Capacitors +_ 5% Cornell-Dubilier
Active Components:
Operational Amplifier - Fairchild yA741C data sheet
given in Appendix II.
Because of the wide tolerances of the components with
which the active RC networks are realized, there is some dis-
crepancy between experimental results and the theoretical
responses. However the results showed that the circuits
realized with single amplifier, single feedback technique or
double or single ladder techniques are less sensitive to




1. Example No. I: Single Feedback Synthesis
The open circuit voltage transfer function T(s) is
to be realized by the single operational single feedback
technique described in Section III.B.2. The function is
second order bandpass and given by
This transfer function has a bandpass characteristic with
center frequency of twenty kilohertz at which the operational
amplifier gain already departs from its high value and a
quality factor of ten. The passive three terminal RC net-
works are to be realized by the Fialkow-Gerst technique des-
cribed in Section III. A. 6b.
An auxiliary denominator polynomial M(s) of the trans-
fer function is selected.
M ts) = s^4-3 Mo s + 2. y Wo =(s+'HX -< o )(s + ix <c )
Then the open circuit voltage transfer functions of the input,





-"-b " m(s> s* f ojX1/ s +- z * wo^
D(b) y^zct 5%|.^ ^o'i .S4/.?V/./o'y ';
^ MCS) l^ za S l+Sy^o ri fix-<owo
In order to define the short circuit input admittance of the
feedback network it is necessary to select another polynomial
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P(s) as described before. For this example P(s) is selected
as follows
P(S) =r 5^ -i.ST X Ao^
Hence
7 sr 'io
Mi's) 5 t 2 x -<o s + z x -lo
1
and may be expanded as follows
5
. i.6~f X -10 $
L, - S
J 2 ^ r.
-» ». 2.3 X 4 -»-
-t 1 - 5" X Wo
*"
Then y „ is separated as the input admittance of two parallel
three-terminal networks.
I = U 4- y — ( S H M
lift j12k *i2cA. \ S \ i.$~ ? Ae^ J \
Note that M(s) is also separated during this process as
M(s) = sC s + -(S"fr >. 4« 3 -i ( .,. a v x 10 s -* z x -ic' )
Polynomial D(s) can be separated as
(b) - 5 ( s
-t i - 3, x -l D ; 4 ( -i . \ % x 1 o s •+- i . s b x *c J




-/. I S X -I o ' S -I I. ^ i> X HO
Mlft
*• */« X ic S ^ + 2 A YO
vo
The y no and y:„




capacitance and the series resistance
—2 = 7.0 5T x^ 4 _
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where y -_- z s+ 3^uioii f>. v
<- l) c
The new transfer admittances are
(<) to to





( < ) ( z -»
— y ~ T V
\
to





£ O i +- Z. 6 X * o + 3 I . 3 V > -Jo
5"
/i»« = ^ 2C s -+" ^-7^'X -fo y _ ^.2£s + -/. 'fit io
C
\ - lit.*"*-*-» <.^ A '<>
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Figure IV. 2 The Feedback Circuit
The input circuit transfer function is
TJ-u (s) =
-|.^X<o S
A t- b 5^ 3X-lo 5 S+ 2 X -to"*
It has a simple zero at the origin and a simple zero at
infinity. Therefore, it is not necessary to go through the
12 7

same procedure again. Instead by stating
1.iS X Vo S
i + { . 5 y ( o s~
^%1l b
MCs) S -f 3 X Wo S +- -2 * wo
5f |.i"Mo r
4 •
S^ f - 33 * Vo +







7. >x \o.aS <$
Figure IV. 3 The Input Circuit
The overall circuit admittances are scaled by the
-9
scaling factor of 10 . The overall circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. IV. 4. The measured frequency response of the exper-
imented circuit is given in table IV. 1. The theoretical and
the experimental frequency responses of the circuit are shown
in Fig. IV. 5. The theoretical and experimental curves are in
very good agreement indicating that the circuit has good























































10.0 Khz. 0.060 0.900
11.0 1 0.074 21.0 ii 0.700
12.0 ' 0.090 21.5 it 0.600
13.0 ' ' 0.115 22.0 ii 0.440
14.0 ' ' 0.130 22.5 H 0.300
15.0 ' 1 0.150 23.0 ii .267
16.0 ' • 0.200 24.0 ti 0.230
17.0 ' 0.267 25.0 ii 0.193
17.5 ' 0.293 26.0 ii 0.160
18.0 ' ' 0.380 2 7.0 ii 0.134
18.5 ' ' 0.500 28.0 ii 0.120
19.0 ' 0.700 29.0 ii 0.110
19.5 ' 0.900 30.0 ii 0.100
20.0 ' ' 1.000
TABLE IV. 1 The Experimental Frequency Response
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The Theoretical and the Experimental Frequency





Example No. 2: Double -Ladde r Synthesis
A second order high-pass open circuit voltage trans-
fer function T(s), given by Huelsman [40]
T(b) ~ -
S^-t- #?o S -4- 3'?^ * -to 3
'
is to be realized with the double-ladder technique described
in Section III. B. 3b. The structure of Fig. III. 8 and its
accompanying circuit transfer function is considered.
In this particular example, both Y and Y. have to
be selected as capacitive admittances since the transfer
function has two zeros at the origin. The element values
were chosen as follows:
All of the admittances are scaled by a scaling factor of
— 8
10 . Then the circuit diagram becomes as shown in Fig. IV.
6
The experimental frequency response of the circuit is given
in table IV. 2 and the experimental curve is given in Fig.
IV. 7. As can be seen a bandpass and not a highpass character-
istic (as predicted by theory and also shown in Fig. IV. 7) is
obtained. The discrepancy at the higher end of the frequency
band is due to the fact that the gain of the operational
amplifier falls with frequency at a rate of 6db per octave



































FREQUENCY GAIN FREQUENCY GAIN
1 Hz. 0.00 3 0.98
20 " 0.04 4 0.98
40 » 0.13 5 0.98
6 " 0.30 6 0.98
80 " 0.50 7 0.98
100 " 0.66 8 0.99
120 " 0.79 9 0.95
150 " 0.89 15 .88
200 " 0.95 30 0.69
30 " 0.98 50 0.60
500 " 0.98 100 0.30
700 " 1.01 200 0.18
1 Khz. 0.98 500 ,14
2 Khz. 0.98 1 Mhz. 0.12
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Figure IV. 7 The Theoretical and the Experimental





Example No. 3: Single-Ladde r Synthesis




e>* + o.o£2%'S, -i <? . <j
is to be realized. This transfer function has a bandpass
characteristic with a low center frequency of 0.5 Hertz and
a quality factor of fifty. The realization is to be made
with the single-ladder synthesis technique described in
Section III. B. 3c.
The structure of Fig. III. 13 and its accompanying
circuit transfer function is considered. For this particular
example the element values are chosen as follows
V^ - o.csm, wtV> os , y z = V3 = s , y,t ~- m, -Us
All of the admittances are scaled by a factor of 10
The overall circuit configuration of this example is
shown in Fig. IV. 8. The experimental frequency response for
this example is given in the table IV. 3. The theoretical and
the experimental responses of the circuit are shown in Fig.
IV. 9. Note the very high gain of the circuit at resonance.
Note also that the feedback resistor of 32 Mohms is comparable
with the input impedance of 2 Mohms for the operational ampli-
fier and so it is not possible to assume that the input current








































FREQUEN CY GAIN FREQUENCY
0.510 Hz.
GAIN
0.100 1] z. 20 1200
0.150 ' 33 0.52 " 800
0.200 ' 37 0.5 30 " 640
0.250 ' 73 0.540 " 520
0.300 * 91 0.550 " 367
0.350 ' 133 0.600 " 234
0.400 ' 268 0.6 50 " 167
0.450 ' 514 0.700 " 117
0.460 * 743 0.750 " 107
0.470 ' 1183 0.800 " 94
0.480 ' 2365 0.850 " 80
0.487 * 5000 0.900 " 67
0.490 ' 3440 0.950 " 67
0.50 ' 1800 1.000 " 60
TABLE IV. 3 The Experimental Frequency Response of























C.i H? 0.t> H? -f.rii.
Figure IV. 9 The Theoretical and the Experimental
Frequency Responses of the Example No. 3
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4. Example No. 4: Brugler's Circuit
A second order all-pass transfer function
T(s)= imi
with a critical frequency in the 1 Khz. region is to be
realized by Brugler's circuit described in Section III. B. 3d
The general configuration of this circuit is shown in Fig.
III. 19. The voltage transfer function is
If in this transfer function
C *< +^ A y s ) = ( y t( 4 y s ^ \) (iv. 1)
then the voltage transfer function reduces to
T ( s ) - >- V*
V6 - v 3
A polynomial P(s) is selected as previously described.
3
P(S) = S 4 6. 2 V X '< °
Both the numerator and the denominator polynomials of the
given transfer function is divided by P(s) . Hence
N'Cs)
_.„.,.,, .
3 2S.11MO S DCs)




Then the values of the admittances, Y, , Y^ r Y . , Y, can be
assigned as follows
y. = y, = s* 6.2 V X'/o , -v =0 , Y =
s +- £
. 2 y a -f o





2_$ . -i'L X <>-' c-
S + 6.2S / wo
7,- = o
All of the admittances are scaled by a factor of 10
The final circuit for this example is shown in Fig. IV. 10.
The experimental frequency response of this circuit is given
in Table IV. 4. The theoretical and the experimental frequency
responses of the circuit are shown in Fig. IV. 11. Note that
the high frequency fall off of the experimental curve may be
considered due to the fall off of the operational amplifier
gain. The low frequency discrepancy at the theoretical and
experimental curves is probably due to the poor sensitivity
of the circuit, which is a characteristic common to all methods







Figure IV. 10. The Circuit Diagram of the Example No. 4
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FREQUENCY GAIN FREQUENCY GAIN
10 Hz. 0.80 1.5 Khz. 0.98
50 " 0.85 2 " 0.98
100 " 0.88 3 " 1.00
250 " 0.92 5 " 1.00
500 " 0.95 10 " 1.00
700 " 0.98 20 " 1.01
800 " C.98 50 " 1.02
900 " 0.98 100 " 1.03
1 Khz. 0.98 200 " 0.93
1.1 " 0.98 500 " 0.65
1.2 " 0.98 700 " 0.60
1.3 " .98 1 Mhz. .40
TABLE IV . 4 The Experimental Frequency Response































Figure IV. 11 The Theoretical and the Experimental Frequency-





Example No. 5 : Lovering's Circuit
The same all-pass voltage transfer function of example
4 is to be realized by the Lovering's circuit Fig. III. 26,
described in Section III.C.3. The given transfer function is
3 N 1
T(S") ^
NCs) ( S - 6.2 8 X 4o J
The transfer function of the Fig. III. 26 is
If the admittances Y^ and Y^ are selected equal to each other
but otherwise arbitrary, then the transfer function of the
circuit reduces to
T(s) =
Then both the numerator and the denominator polynomials of
the given transfer function are divi.ded by an auxiliary poly-
nomial P (s)
,
From that division, the values of the individual admittances
are found.
The values for the admittances Y_ and Y^ are selected arbi-
trarily as conductances of 10 mhos.
— 8
All admittances are scaled by a factor of 10 . The
resulting circuit for this example is shown in Fig. IV. 12.
The experimental frequency response of the circuit is given
144

in Table IV. 5. The theoretical and the experimental fre-
quency responses of this example are shown in Fig. IV. 13.
As can be seen, the circuit has good low frequency be-
havior. At high frequencies the characteristic falls off
due to the fall off in gain of the operational amplifier. In
addition, there is present some ringing probably due to over





































FREQUENCY GAIN FREQUENCY GAIN
10 Hz. 1.00 1. 5 Khz . 0.95
50 " 1.00 2 " 0.95
100 " 1.00 3 " 0.90
250 " 1.00 5 " 0.90
500 " 1.00 10 " 0.90
700 " 1.00 2 " 0.95
800 M 0.95 50 " 1.12
900 " 0.95 10 " 1.20
1 Khz. 0.95 200 " 1.00
1.1 " 0.95 500 " 0.70
1.2 " 0.95 700 " 0.65
1.3 " 0.95 1 Mhz . 0.70
TABLE IV. 5 The Experimental Frequency Response
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Figure IV. 13 The Theoretical and the Experimental





Example No. 6: Modified Lovering's Circuit
The same all-pass function of example 4 and 5 is to
be realized by the modified Lovering's Circuit described in
Section III.C.3, and shown in Fig. III. 27. The transfer
function is
PCS') ( S 4-6. -ZVX Ao^) 2-
The same polynomial P(s) of example Nos . 4 and 5 is again
used to divide both numerator and denominator polynomials
N(^ * 2 5 .il x -le s
S 4-6-2-* X 40
P<-s > S + 6.1V x <o
PCS)
3
The voltage transfer function of the circuit shown in Fig
III. 27 is
T(V) - V b - v..
Therefore,
S
* 2 5".-j-2 X 'lo S
V _ \j -=S-V-6.2*>x4ob °- c,4-6.2_1ry-fo 3
3
V -V, - S4-^.2VX^o
c b
3
Z S" . 1 z X A o S
The values of individual admittances are Y =
a s + £ . ? v > x* o
"*
V - S 4 6 . Ztf* Ac
}
Ve - 2- S 4 -1 X • S"* X '<°
— 8
By scaling the admittances with a factor of 10 the final
circuit for this example becomes as shown in Fig. IV. 14.
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The experimental frequency response of this circuit is
given in Table IV. 6. The theoretical and the experimental
frequency responses of this example are shown in Fig. IV. 15.
Again the circuit shows good low frequency behavior. The
fall off at high frequency is due to the fall off in opera-
tional amplifier gain. However the circuit displays a con-
siderable amount of ripple (or ringing) just before the fall




























FREQUENCY GAIN FREQUENCY GAIN
10 Hz. 1.00 1.5 Khz. 0.90
50 " 1.00 2 0.95
100 " 1.00 3 1.00
250 " 1.00 5 1.05
500 " 0.96 10 0.90
700 " 0.93 20 1.10
800 " 0.90 50 0.90
900 " 0.90 100 0.40
1 Khz. 0.90 200 0.37
1.1 " 0.88 500 0.45
1.2 " 0.90 700 .52
1.3 " 0.90 1 Mhz. 0.45
TABLE IV. 6 The Experimental Frequency Response
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Figure IV. 15 The Theoretical and the Experimental





Modern active network theory can be considered to have
commenced in the middle nineteen fifties with the description
of the first active RC filters. Since that time active RC
synthesis has greatly expanded, particularly due to the
introduction of practical integrated circuits in the middle
nineteen sixties. There is every indication that active RC
synthesis will completely revolutionize modern network theory
in the immediate future.
This thesis is concerned in examining many of the cir-
cuits proposed in the last decade and classifying them
according to their relative merits. This is accomplished by
means of active RC theory whose main properties (often found
scattered in the literature) , are here collected and dis-
cussed in detail. In addition, several of the circuits des-
cribed have been practically realized and their performance
tested.
The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows:
1. Active RC network synthesis is a multiparameter
optimization problem. In any practical circuit design one
seeks a stable structure with least sensitivity to active and
passive network parameter variations. One also attempts to
minimize the number of active and passive circuit elements
while yet ensuring that the element values required are suit-
able for integration.
2. Stability against oscillation is perhaps the most
important factor, which must be considered. A careless design
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can easily lead to an unstable, active RC structure and if
so, makes pointless any further examination of sensitivity
or other network performance criterion. Hence on the require-
ment of stability there can be no compromise with any other •
circuit design.
3. Perhaps the most useful figure of merit for a
circuit is the sensitivity, which normally requires the
solution of a multiparameter optimization problem. Various
sensitivities such as gain, phase, Q, or pole sensitivities
with respect to active and passive network parameters' are
distinguished and discussed. Two directions seem possible
in order to optimize sensitivity. One is to design circuits
with least sensitivity to parameter changes. The other is
to design the circuits with moderate sensitivities, but reduce
the magnitude of parameter variations. The first method is
appropriate to passive elements, because of the wide toler-
ances usually encountered in integrated passive element reali-
zations. The second method seems useful in the case of active
elements, where the gain can be accurately controlled. If
the desired network function can be made to depend on the
ratio of passive network element values, then it is possible
to keep variations within about one percent and so greater
sensitivities may be allowed. Sensitivity studies complement
stability studies and they are treated together in this thesis
4. Integrated circuits have eliminated the need for
designing with the least number of active elements. Because
tolerances on passive elements are high, one attempts to
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reduce their number and make critical network functions
depend on ratios of element values, rather than on absolute
element values. Use of capacitors is avoided if possible
and resistance values must be kept within those limits,
which can suitably be integrated. Very high resistances may
be simulated by constant current sources and coupling capac-
itors may be replaced by level shifting circuits.
5. Certain circuits have high sensitivity to para-
meter variations. Among these circuits were Brugler's,
Lovering's and Mathews-Seifert ' s circuit. Hence the exten-
sive use of these circuits is not to be expected in the future.
The single feedback synthesis does not suffer from high
sensitivity, however the design procedure is complicated and
tedious . The number of required passive elements is high and
the error due to nonideal characteristics of operational ampli-
fier cannot be predicted. Although sensitivities may be small,
they are still complex functions of frequency and can in case
of a careless design exhibit strange behavior. It seems that a
simpler passive RC three terminal network synthesis is needed
(other than Guillemin's or Fialkow-Gerst ' s technique), before
the use of single feedback technique becomes practical. The
double-ladder and single-ladder feedback techniques are
advantageous, because the error of nonideal amplifiers can be
predicted and corrected. Furthermore, the sensitivities are
low and these techniques allow the circuit designer to select
the most compact and useful element values. It is therefore
felt that single and double-ladder synthesis techniques will
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find extensive use in the future. One present drawback of
these techniques is that as the degree of the desired trans-
fer function becomes higher than the fourth degree, the
calculation of element values become tedious and difficult.
Further, the number of structures that may be selected be-
comes high and their relative merits are difficult to eval-
uate. State variable synthesis seems to have excellent
properties because sensitivities are very low. Further, the
error due to nonideal operational amplifiers is also low and
can be neglected in many cases. Network functions depend on
the ratio of resistors, which can be kept within about one
percent tolerance. Finally, the circuit can be tuned by
varying the input resistances of the summer amplifier and so
the state variable synthesis technique will undoubtedly find
extensive use in the future.
6. Final conclusions: It seems clear that passive
inductors are becoming less and less important in network
design and that active RC networks with operational amplifiers
will obviate their need in the future. Naturally, the opera-
tional amplifier is not the only active device which may be
used in a design. However it is presently the most versatile
because of its low cost, high gain and ready availability.
At present the cost of custom design of active RC networks for
each required network function is deemed to be too high. The
building of standard second-order blocks, which can be indi-
vidually tuned and suitably cascaded, seems to hold much
promise for the future. Nevertheless, there are many problems
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that remain yet to be solved. Among these are the fact, that
most of the presently available active filters have limited
Q and that their performance is confined to quite low fre-
quencies. Efforts in the future should be directed to
increase the Q and the useful frequency range of these cir-
cuits besides decrease the sensitivities to parameter varia-
tions. Synthesis with distributed and a mixture of distributed
and lumped circuits is also an appropriate subject for further




MATRIX ANALYSIS OF THE NETWORKS
HAVING IDEAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
An operational amplifier of gain A, having the input node
i, and the output node j, in the linear, lumped, time
invariant network imposes a constraint into the network by
forcing the voltage V. of the node j (with respect to the
reference node) , to follow that of the node voltage V. in
such a way that to maintain the relation:
V -- av, (i)
without, however, loading the node i.
Since an ideal operational amplifier has an infinite gain,
A=°°, and a finite output voltage in the closed loop form, then
this imposes a virtual ground at the node i. Hence, V. =0.
The operational amplifier injects a source current, I., into
the node j, in such intensity as to enforce the virtual ground
at the input node.
The admittance matrix of the network relates node voltages
and source currents into the nodes, and is given in relation
(2) below. Here i is the driving node, j is the driven node,
p is the input node of the network, and q is the output node
of the network.
Since the voltage at the driving node V. is zero, it is
possible to delete the i column from the admittance matrix
and i element from the voltage vector simultaneously. Also
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amplifier, I. is unknown it is better to delete the j row
. thfrom the admittance matrix, and the j row from the current
vector simultaneously. Then Eq . 2 can be rewritten as follows
Y
*11 • Ip
- • • Xil ip
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The new admittance matrix of the Eq
. 3 can be used to
determine the system functions, provided that the input node
p is not the driven node, and the output node q is not the
driving node, that is:
P f j , out) c| •/ i
which is satisfied in almost all cases.
In the current vector of the Eq . 3, the only non-zero
entry is the input node current, i , which is the current
injected by an input source. The node voltages of the network
is found by pre-multiplying both sides of the Eq . 3 by the
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In Eq. 4, A denotes the determinant of the admittance matrix
and the superscripts denote the cofactors
.













Without going through the proof presented above Eq . 5
can be used to determine the voltage transfer function of a
network containing an operational amplifier.
The procedure is:
1. Find the admittance matrix of the passive part
of the network
.
2. Delete the row corresponding to the driven node,
and the column corresponding to the driving node.
3. Provided that node p is not the driven node, and
node q is rot the driving node, the voltage transfer function
of the active network is given by Eq . 5, where p is the input
node, q is the output node, and the superscript denote the
cofactors of the deleted admittance matrix.
The proof above is given for a single operational ampli-
fier in the circuit, however the generalization of the proce-
dure is immediate, with the constraint that the node p, is
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• NO FREQUENCY COMPENSATION REQUIRED
• SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION
• OFFSET VOLTAGE NULL CAPABILITY
• LARGE COMMON MODE AND DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE RANGES
• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
• NO LATCH UP
GENERAL DESCRIPTION — The J.A741C is a high perlormance monolithic operational amplifier constructed on
a single silicon chip, using the Eairchild Planar' epitaxial process. It is intended lor a wide range ol analog
applications High common mode voltage range and absence of "latch-up" tendencies make the /:A741C ideal
for use as a voltage follower The high gain and wide range of operaTing voltages provide suocnor peiform
ance in integrator, summing amplifier, and general feedback applications. The ,.A741C is short circuit pro
tected. has the same pin configuration as the popular /iA709C operational amplifier, but rcqui'es no external
components lor frequency compensation. The internal 6dB/octave roll oil insures stability in closed loop
applications For full temperature range operation (-55°C to + 12b°C) see ,.A741 data sheet.
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Supply Voltage
Internal Power Dissipation (Note 1)
Differential Input Vclfage
Input Voltage (Note 2)
Voltage between Oflset Null and V
Storage Temperature Range
Operating Temperatjie Range
lead Temperature (Soldering. 60 sec)



















IP 00 (MO ukx tf- f
SOO MIN
» /
ORDER PART NO. U5B7741393
TYPICAL DUAL IN-LINE PACKAGE
jrOSC (10 I1C) Outline
:
; \
NOTES All dimensions m inches
lcj<J5 ate intended (or insertion
in hole foist .300 crntcrs
ORDER PART NO. U6C774J393
NOTES:
(!) Rating applies (or ambient temferatures to 4 70°C.
<2) For supply Stages less than ± 15 V the absolute maximum input voltage is equal to the supply voltage.
(3) Short circuit may be to ground or either supply.
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COPYRIGHT FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR 1969 • PRINTED IN U S A 04 BR 0025 49 30M
MANUFACTURED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING U S. PATENTS: 2981877. 3015048. 3025589. 3064167. 3108359. 3117260. OTHER PATENTS PENDING.
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FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS /.A741C D
ELECTRICAL CHARACTtRISTICS (V
s
= ± 15 V. TA = 25°C unless otherwise specified)
PARAMEJERS (see delin! lions) CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX UNITS
Input Ollset Voltage R
s
< iom: 2.0 60 mV
Input Oflset Current 20 200 nA
Input Bias Current 80 500 nA
Input Resistance 0.3 2.0 Ml!
Input Capacitance 14 pF
Ollset Voltage Adjustment Range ±15 mV
Input Vultage Range ±12 ±13 V
Common Mode Rejection Ratio R
s
< 10 k<> 70 90 (IB
Supply Voltage Rejection Ratio R
s
< 10 k'.! 30 150 ,,v/v




= +10V 20.000 200.000
Output Voltage Swing R
L
> 10 k<> ±12 ±14 V
R
L
> 2k<> ±10 ±13 V




Supply Current 17 28 mA
Power Consumption 50 85 mW
Transient Response (unity gain) V„ =20mV. R, = 2k!.». 0, < 100 pF
Risetime 03 ii s
Overshoot 50 ' %
Slew Rate R
L
> 2kl! 05 V/..S
The lollowing specifications apply for 0°C < TA < + 70°C:
Input Olfset Voltage 7.5 mV
Input Ollset Current 300 nA
Input Bias Current 800 nA
Large Signal Voltage Gain R
L
> 2 k!!. VQu , = ±10V is.oog
Output Voltage Swing R
L
> 2 kS> ±10 ±13 V
OPEN LOOP VOLTAGE GAIN
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VOITAGE RANGE AS A




FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS //A741C
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
POWER CONSUMPTION
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FAIRCHILD LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS //A741C
DEFINITION OF TFRMS
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE — That voltage which must be applied between the input terminals to obtain zero output voltage. The input olfset voltage may
also be defined (or the case where two equal resistances are mserled in series with the input leads.
INPUT OFFSET CURRENT — The difference in the currents into the two input terminals with the output at zero volts.
INPUT BIAS CURRENT — The average of the two input currents.
INPUT RF.SIS1ANCE — The resistance looking into either input terminal with the othe' grounded.
INPUT CAPACITANCE — The capacitance looking into either input terminal with the other grounded.
LARGE SIGNAL VOLfAGE GAIN — The ratio of the maximum output voltage swing with load to the change in input voltaec required to drive Ihe output
from zero fo this vohage.
OUTPUT RESISTANCE — The resistance seen looking into the output terminal with the output at null. This parameter is defined only under small signal
conditions at frequencies above a lew hundred cycles to eliminate the influence of drift and thermal feedback.
OUTPUT SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT — The maximum output current available from the amplifier with the output shorted to ground or to eifher supply.
SUPPLY CURRLNT — The DC current from the supplies required to operate the amplifier with the output at zero and with no load current.
POWER CONSUMPTION — The DC power required to operate the amphlier with the output at zero and with no load current.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE — The closed loop step-function response of the amplifier under small signal conditions.
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE — The range of voltage which, if exceeded on either input terminal, could cause the amphlier to cease functioning properly.
INPUT COMMON MCOE REJECT ION RATIO — The ratio of the input voltage range to tie maximum change in input offset voltage over this range.
SUPPLY VOL1AGE Rf JCCTION RATIO — The ratio of the change in input offset voltage to the change in supply voltage producing it.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE SWING — The peak output swing, referred to zero, that can be obUined without clipping.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
UNITY-GAIN VOLTAGE FOLLOWER
R,N = 400 Ml!
cIN = i pr
R
ou ,
< < 1 !.>
8 W. = 1 MHz
NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER
»,
CAIN n R D W R,„
10 1 K'..' 9 k'.J 100 kHz 400 M'.!
100 ioo •.; 9 9 k'.: 10 kHz ?80 M'.;
1000 100 <.! 99 9 k'.: 1 kHz 80 m;;




GAIN R R B W R N
1 10 k'.J 10 k.r 1 MHz 10 k'.;
10 l i- 1.; 10 k'.; 100 kHz 1 k'..'
100 1 k:; 100 k'.! 10 kHz 1 kD
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